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8
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Companies were  
the subject of an 
activist campaign
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99%

of the Top 100 Companies that  
held a say-on-pay vote in 2015  
received approval

25%

of the Top 100 Companies
provided an up-front proxy 
summary highlighting key 
points of the entire proxy,  
a 25% increase from 2014

of the Top 100 Companies had an 
increase in dollar value of director 
equity awards, which ranged from 
$5,000 to $70,000
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26
of the Top 100 Companies 
received shareholder 
proposals calling for an 
independent board chair

of the Top 100 Companies that  
held a say-on-pay vote in 2015  
received approval
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Introduction 

We are pleased to share Shearman & 
Sterling’s 2015 Corporate Governance & 
Executive Compensation Survey of the 100 
largest US public companies. This year’s 
Survey, the 13th in our series, examines 
some of the most important governance 
and executive compensation practices 
facing boards today and identifies  
best practices and emerging trends.  
Our analysis will provide you with insights 
into how companies approach governance 
issues and will allow you to benchmark 
your company’s corporate governance 
practices against the best practices we  
have identified.

Shareholder Activism
Shareholder activism is here to stay  
and well-funded activist hedge funds are 
setting their sights on bigger targets to 
generate the outsized returns they and 
their investors expect. This year, eight of 
the Top 100 Companies were subject to 
an activist campaign, up from six of the 
Top 100 companies in 2014. No company 
is too large to become the target of an 
activist, and all public companies should 
evaluate their businesses in light of the 
themes activists most frequently pursue, 
including acquisitions, dispositions and 
spin-offs, returning cash to shareholders 
through dividends or share buybacks and 
modifying corporate governance practices. 
Additionally, as this year’s DuPont-Trian 
proxy contest illustrates, a critical element 
of any company’s defense against an 
activist is effective engagement with  
its shareholders. 

Proxy Access
It is clear at this point that proxy access 
will remain at the forefront of corporate 
governance debates in 2016 and beyond.  
In the 2015 proxy season, we saw a dramatic 
increase in the number of US public 
companies that received shareholder  
proxy access proposals — from just 20  
in 2014 to 112 in 2015. We also identified  
10 companies that adopted a proxy access 
by-law or included a management proxy 
access proposal in their proxy statements. 
In light of the high degree of focus on 
proxy access in 2015, in this year’s Survey 

we analyzed the various approaches taken 
by this universe of 122 companies as 
well as the results thereof. Our findings 
with respect to shareholder proxy access 
proposals received by, and proxy access  
by-laws adopted for, the Top 100 
Companies are presented in other  
sections of our Survey.

Board Leadership 
The separation of the offices of CEO and 
chair of the board is a governance practice 
that continues to receive significant 
attention as shareholders increasingly 
demand that the chair of the board be 
independent of management. Yet, at 63 
of the Top 100 Companies, the CEO also 
served as the chair of the board. This year, 
the most frequently submitted governance-
related shareholder proposal at the Top 100 
Companies called for an independent chair 
of the board. Despite the lack of majority 
support for these proposals, we expect 
shareholders to continue pressuring boards 
to separate the two offices. 

Women in Leadership
Board diversity matters. Our Survey of 
board gender diversity, only one aspect 
of board diversity, shows that achieving 
gender “equality” on boards is still a long 
way off. Women held 22% of the total 
number of board seats at the Top 100 
Companies and only two companies have 
a board where women held 40% or more 
of the board seats. While increasing the 
number of women serving on boards 
continues to be in the spotlight, more needs 
to be done if there is going to be an increase 
in the rate at which women are appointed 
to boards and top executive leadership 
roles. Women serve as the chief executive 
officer at only eleven of the Top 100 
Companies and as both the CEO and chair 
of the board at seven of those companies. 
There is no easy answer to achieving better 
representation of women on boards and in 
C-Suites, and nominating and governance 
committees need to stay focused on and 
be proactive in accelerating gender balance 
and increasing all aspects of diversity in 
leadership roles.

The 2015 Survey was produced 
under the leadership of the following 
Shearman & Sterling partners: 
Danielle Carbone, David Connolly, 
Stephen Giove, Doreen Lilienfeld  
and Rory O’Halloran
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Board Refreshment
In today’s complex, global business 
environment, board composition remains 
an important topic for nominating and 
governance committees. This complex 
debate weighs the benefits of director 
continuity against the needs for fresh 
perspectives, diverse viewpoints and 
specialized experience on corporate boards. 
While mechanisms such as mandatory 
retirement ages and term limits provide 
straightforward ways to keep a board 
refreshed, they do not necessarily take into 
account whether a director is an effective 
member of the board nonetheless. Our 
Survey looks at issues related to average 
tenure, retirement ages and term limits.  

Compensation Disclosure  
and Practice
In many ways, the compensation 
disclosures and practices of the Top 100 
Companies reflect a “follow the pack” 
mentality. With the advent of say-on-pay 
and increased shareholder activism, our 
review of these companies’ proxies reveals 
compensation disclosures that are growing 
in size and incorporating flashier graphics, 
but in some cases are becoming less 
distinguishable from company to company.

Some trends we have observed:  
52 companies disclosed that they 
maintained pledging policies in 2013; 
that number has increased by 58% to 
82 by 2015. This increase may partly be 
a product of the focus on hedging and 
pledging by proxy advisory firms. Similarly, 
companies are mimicking each other in 
the presentation of their disclosures. For 
example, in 2014, 59 companies provided 
an up-front “proxy summary” that included 
key points of the compensation disclosure. 
In 2015, this number jumped 25%, as 
74 companies included an upfront proxy 
summary. A discussion of good governance 
practices is included in 54 of these proxy 
summaries, making it the most prevalent 
feature. Often, this good governance 
disclosure is presented through a “what we 
do” and “what we don’t do” chart that looks 
very similar from company to company.  

Shareholder Engagement
The number of Top 100 Companies 
disclosing their shareholder engagement 
efforts around say-on-pay in 2015 increased 
to 77, compared to 62 in 2014 and 45 in 
2013. The substance of the disclosure 
varies, but most companies discuss 
the number of shareholders contacted 
and their aggregate stock ownership 
percentage, the feedback received and any 
changes implemented.

The Survey reveals that shareholder 
engagement can have a positive impact  
on companies with low say-on-pay approval 
rates. Of the eight companies that received 
approval ratings below 80% in 2014,  
six provided detailed disclosures of their 
shareholder engagement efforts and  
the changes made to their compensation 
programs. These six each received a greater 
than 80% say-on-pay approval rate in 2015. 
Of the two companies that did not make 
disclosures, one company failed its 2015 
say-on-pay vote and the second company 
received nearly 22% lower approval  
than in 2014.

Clawbacks
In July of 2015, the SEC proposed its 
long-awaited rules to implement Section 
954 of the Dodd-Frank Act. The proposed 
rules would require each listed company 
to develop and disclose a clawback policy 
that mandates the recovery of excess 
incentive-based compensation received 
by an executive officer when the company 
corrects erroneous financial data by 
preparing an accounting restatement. This 
year, 87 of the Top 100 Companies publicly 
disclosed that they voluntarily maintain a 
financial clawback policy, although most of 
these would not be Dodd-Frank compliant.  

Once these rules are finalized, many 
companies will need to either amend  
their current clawback policies or adopt  
a supplemental policy that conforms to the 
SEC’s requirements. Notably, although 
the SEC’s proposal does not require 
misconduct to trigger recovery, 62 of the 
current voluntary policies require some 
form of fraud or misconduct to have 
occurred with respect to the financials 

before recovery is triggered. Further, 
although the proposed rules provide 
the board with almost no discretion in 
determining whether to pursue recovery 
once the policy is triggered, nearly all  
of the voluntary clawback policies in place  
at the Top 100 Companies permit board  
or compensation committee discretion  
or enforcement. 

Litigation Update
There has been some high-profile litigation 
in the executive compensation arena.  
In Calma v. Templeton, shareholders of Citrix 
Systems, Inc. claimed that the restricted 
stock units granted to non-employee 
directors in 2011, 2012 and 2013 were 
excessive. The Delaware Court of Chancery 
ruled that pre-filing demand on the board 
was not required, and the affirmative 
defense of stockholder ratification was not 
available to the members of the board.  
The grants were made pursuant to an equity 
incentive plan that had been approved by 
shareholders in 2005. The plan provided 
that no participant — which included, 
employees, directors, consultants and 
advisors — would be permitted to receive 
more than 1 million shares in any calendar 
year. The Court held that shareholder 
approval of the plan did not constitute 
approval of any action bearing specifically on 
the magnitude of compensation for the non-
employee directors. As a result, because the 
directors approved their own compensation 
and could not rely on the affirmative  
defense of shareholder ratification, the  
case will move forward on the merits and 
the compensation will be subject to an  
“entire fairness” standard of review.

With similar cases pending against a 
number of other companies, including 
Goldman Sachs and Facebook, we expect to 
begin seeing a change in the level of detail 
companies provide to shareholders when 
seeking approval of director compensation. 

In the pages that follow, we provide our 
detailed findings on these and other 
governance issues. 
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Shareholder Activism:  
Are You Prepared?

The last year saw a substantial increase in publicly 
disclosed shareholder activist activity at the Top 100 
Companies, with activist campaigns increasing 33% — 
from six companies in 2014 to eight companies in 2015. 
As capital continues to flow into the activist fund asset 
class, and as the number of single- and multi-strategy 
activist funds continues to grow, all signs indicate 
activists will continue to look toward larger targets to 
provide the outsized returns they and their investors seek.

All signs indicate activists  
will continue to look toward 
larger targets to provide the 
outsized returns they and  
their investors seek.

33% 
increase  
from 2014

8 
of the Top 100 Companies 
were the target of an 
activist campaign in 2015.

Shareholder activism takes a number of forms, ranging 
from non-binding votes on matters such as “say-on-pay” 
that are required by law, to shareholder proposals 
included in the company’s proxy statement under 
SEC Rule 14a-8, to what is referred to as “hedge fund” 
activism which can ultimately result in a proxy contest 

and a shareholder vote to replace all or a portion of the 
company’s board of directors. We have included our 
observations on say-on-pay on page 44 and shareholder 
proposals submitted under Rule 14a-8 on page 26.  
In this section, we provide our observations on hedge 
fund activism.

The last year was, in many 
respects, a remarkable one for 
hedge fund activism. One need  
not look further than the proxy 
contest between Top 100 Company  
E. I. DuPont de Nemours and  

Company (“DuPont”) and Nelson Peltz’s Trian  
Fund Management (“Trian”) to understand the 
potential implications of hedge fund activism today. 

Case  
Study 

Trian first invested in DuPont in mid-2013 and  
ultimately amassed a position of approximately  
2.7% of the company’s stock (24.6 million shares,  
valued at approximately $1.62 billion at the time  
of the company’s 2015 annual meeting). As is often  
the case, Trian approached DuPont privately at first.  
The hedge fund called for DuPont to, among other 
things, determine whether to dispose of or spin off 
businesses, eliminate excess corporate costs, increase 
dividends and improve management’s accountability.

DuPont-Trian Proxy Contest

INSIGHTS
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From the time of Trian’s initial investment, DuPont 
announced the spin-off of its Performance Chemicals 
unit (now The Chemours Company), authorized a  
$5 billion share repurchase program and initiated plans 
to cut expenses. Despite these efforts, after more than a 
year of dialogue with DuPont’s management and board 
of directors, Trian remained unsatisfied and launched  
its public campaign in September 2014. In January 2015, 
Trian increased the pressure on DuPont by commencing 
a proxy contest to have Nelson Peltz and three other 
nominees elected to DuPont’s board of directors.  
If elected, Trian’s nominees would have constituted  
one-third of the DuPont board — a level of influence  
well in excess of 2.7% stake in the company.

From January until DuPont’s Annual Meeting of 
Shareholders on May 13, 2015, DuPont and Trian each 
waged a public relations battle to secure the support 
of shareholders. Both sides sent documents directly 
to DuPont’s shareholders, made filings with the SEC, 
appeared on TV business news programs and even 
appealed to investors via Twitter. 

DuPont eventually prevailed at its annual meeting,  
with none of the Trian nominees receiving enough  
votes to be elected to DuPont’s board of directors.  
Many, including Nelson Peltz himself, credited DuPont 
with having waged a more effective shareholder 
engagement campaign than Trian. 

The DuPont-Trian saga permits us to make the following 
observations about hedge fund activism today. 

If elected, Trian’s  
nominees would have 
constituted one-third  
of the DuPont board —  
a level of influence well  
in excess of the hedge 
fund’s 2.7% stake  
in the company. 

With so much capital under management, activists 
looking to generate the large returns they and their 
investors demand require situations in which they can 
deploy large dollar amounts, even if the percentage of the 
target’s shares they control is relatively small. DuPont, 
with a market capitalization of nearly $65 billion at the  
time of its 2015 annual meeting, was not the only  
Top 100 Company to be challenged by a hedge fund 
activist during 2015. Even Top 100 Company Apple, Inc., 
with a market capitalization of approximately $664 billion 
at the time of its 2015 annual meeting, was a target.  
Carl Icahn, who owned less than 1% of Apple’s shares 
(with a market value of approximately $6.6 billion as 
of Apple’s 2015 annual meeting), has repeatedly called 
for Apple to return capital to shareholders through 
share buybacks, even after the Apple board of directors 
increased its authorized buybacks to $140 billion  
in May 2015, indicating plans to return a total of  
$200 billion to shareholders through share buybacks  
and dividends by March 2017. 

No company is too large  
to be the target of a hedge 
fund activist. 
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Companies should evaluate the themes  
activists pursue on a regular basis, including  
as part of annual strategy sessions.

Historically, the minimum ownership for a shareholder 
activist to have influence was considered to be at least 5%, 
which corresponds to the threshold for filing a beneficial 
ownership report on Schedule 13D with the SEC  
and complying with the related disclosure rules.  
It is notable that none of the activists publicly involved 
with the Top 100 Companies over the past year owned 
more than 2.7% of the target company’s stock. While 
these investments are significant in dollar terms —  
they ranged in value from approximately $100 million  
to $6.6 billion on the dates of the applicable company’s 
annual meeting — they represent a relatively small 
portion of the target company’s outstanding shares.  
As noted in the DuPont case study, Trian, with only 2.7% of 
DuPont’s outstanding shares, nominated individuals who,  
if elected, would have constituted one-third of DuPont’s 
board of directors. The reputations of certain activists — 
some of whom will be better known than the CEOs and 
directors they target — and their effective use of traditional, 
digital and social media, ensure their messages are reaching  
very wide audiences. 

The activist situations involving the eight Top 100 
Companies focused on the same broad themes generally 
cited in most activist situations involving much smaller 
companies: recommending transactions such as 
acquisitions, dispositions and spin-offs; returning cash 
to shareholders through dividends and share buybacks; 
reducing expenses; and modifying governance practices, 
such as compensation and takeover defenses. Companies 
should evaluate the themes activists pursue on a regular 
basis, including as part of annual strategy sessions.

Knowing activist investors will focus on these issues 
enables companies to be prepared — to assess their 
own vulnerability to challenges, to make changes to the 
corporate strategy, if necessary, and to be ready to engage 
with shareholders on the soundness of the corporate 
strategy. Activist investors wage sophisticated public 
relations battles and companies they target need to be 
in a position to react quickly and effectively, placing a 
premium on preparedness.

$

Activists seek significant influence,  
even when the relative size  
of their investments is small. 

While the types of companies  
subject to activism is changing,  
the themes activists pursue are not. 
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Fast Facts

At the eight Top 100 Companies  
that were the subject of public 
shareholder activism campaigns, 
the activists employed the  
following tactics:

Of the eight activist situations at the 
Top 100 Companies over the past 
year, the activists proposed that  
the target company take the  
following actions:

6 used publicly disclosed 
letters or presentation

1 submitted a shareholder 
proposal

1 held a private meeting  
(later reported in the media)

4 engage in M&A/spin-off 
transactions

3 return cash to  
shareholders/reduce 
expenses

1 reform governance  
practices

The role Vanguard, BlackRock and State Street,  
three of the largest institutional investors, played  
in the DuPont-Trian proxy contest illustrates the 
importance of shareholder engagement. Each supported 
DuPont, against the recommendations of proxy advisory 
firms ISS and Glass, Lewis & Co. The support of 
institutional investors is not assured and it is critical that, 
as Blackrock’s Lawrence Fink noted in an open letter  
he sent earlier this year to chairmen and chief  
executive officers, companies “engage with [their]  
long-term providers of capital … and … clearly and 
effectively articulate their strategy for sustainable  
long-term growth.” 

In this environment, all US public companies should 
regularly review their shareholder engagement 
practices and evaluate their business plan with a view to 
identifying issues that may attract the interest of activists. 
With the increased capital and media attention devoted 
to shareholder activism and the increasing sophistication 
and experience of shareholders, all US public companies 
would be well served to be prepared for possible 
engagement with an activist. 

Shareholder engagement  
is critical. 
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Proxy Access: The Battle Continues

While some thought shareholders lost the war on 
proxy access when the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals 
vacated SEC Rule 14a-11 in July 2011, it is now clear 
that it was just another battle in this long-running 
corporate governance war. Only instead of one main 
battleground, the fight has developed more of a  
guerilla warfare feel as it continues in individual 
boardrooms across the country. 

While universal proxy access does indeed appear to  
be dead, private ordering is very much alive and  
kicking — just ask the 112 companies that received 
proxy access shareholder proposals during the 2015 
proxy season. This represents a dramatic increase from 
the approximately 20 shareholder proposals submitted 
to companies during the 2014 proxy season. In order  
to provide a comprehensive analysis of this topic,  
in this article we discuss the results of our Survey of the 
122 companies that received a shareholder proxy access 
proposal, put forth a management proxy proposal or 
adopted, or committed to adopt, a proxy access by-law  
in 2015. See “By-Law Developments” for the results  
of our Survey of proxy access by-law adoptions by the  
Top 100 Companies.

Recent Experiences
Understanding the current wave of proxy access 
initiatives put forth by shareholders is critical for 
companies that have already been approached to adopt 
proxy access or that are preparing for such an approach. 
Many believe, and we agree, it is not a question of if 
shareholders will ask for proxy access at a particular 
company, but when. 

There are several reasons the momentum gained during 
the 2015 proxy season will likely cause proxy access 
to be a significant corporate governance issue for the 
next several years. First, it is supported by many of the 
largest institutional shareholders. Second, there are 
not many effective tools available to companies to fight 
proxy access. Third, ISS and Glass Lewis, the two leading 
proxy advisory firms, generally favor proxy access and 
will likely recommend a vote in favor of any reasonable 
proxy access proposal put forth by shareholders. Finally, 
as more companies adopt proxy access and it becomes a 
mainstream corporate governance practice, the pressure 
on other companies to adopt proxy access will rise.

Historical Perspective
It is instructive to put the current developments in proxy 
access into a historical context. As is evidenced by the 
length of this “war” and the number of battles that have 
occurred thus far, the combatants have strongly held 
views. Shareholders have been advocating for corporate 
governance mechanisms that will give them more control 
over who the directors are in the companies in which 
they invest. For more than ten years shareholders have 
been pushing to dismantle some governance structures 
and erect others to further this cause, such as the 
elimination of classified boards and the adoption of 
majority voting. This has been part of a broader effort to 
move the US corporate model to a less director-centric 
and a more shareholder-centric one.

These shareholder initiatives have been multi-year efforts 
as companies often disagreed with shareholders’ views 
on these issues and fought the proposed changes. 

For example, prior to the advent of “withhold” or “vote 
no” campaigns and proxy advisory firms changing their 
policies on recommendation of the election of directors 
in the year after the board fails to act on a shareholder 
proposal that received a majority vote, some companies 
simply ignored the views of the shareholders, in some 
cases for multiple years. Shareholders’ experiences with 
majority voting were especially frustrating. While majority 
voting was adopted at a faster pace than classified boards 
were eliminated, shareholders generally regard this as a 
pyrrhic victory. While nearly 90% of the S&P 500 have 
adopted majority voting according to ISS, each year only a 
small percentage of directors fail to receive majority votes 
and even fewer have actually resigned from their boards. 
The only effective mechanism shareholders have had 
historically to effect board change is the proxy contest — 
a cumbersome, expensive and time-consuming process.

INSIGHTS
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Analysis of Shareholder Proxy Access Proposals in 2015
Using the methodology described below, we identified 122 US public companies that in 2015: received a 
shareholder proxy access proposal, put forth a management proxy access proposal or adopted, or committed  
to adopt, a proxy access by-law in 2015 (as of September 1), or some combination of the foregoing.

7

15

3

8

80
companies only included  
a shareholder proxy  
access proposal in their  
proxy statement 

companies included both a 
shareholder and a management 
proxy access proposal in their 
proxy statement (including one 
company that adopted a proxy 
access by-law)

companies did not include a 
shareholder proxy access proposal 
from their proxy statement as  
it was withdrawn or excluded,  
but adopted, or committed to 
adopt, a proxy access by-law

companies received a  
shareholder proxy access 
proposal but only included  
a management proxy access 
proposal in their proxy statement

companies did not receive  
a shareholder proxy access  
proposal in 2015 but adopted  
a proxy access by-law

Note: Seven companies did not fall into the above 
categories due to: being acquired (2 companies), 
failure of shareholder proposals to meet technical 
requirements (2 companies), annual meetings 
not held by the cut-off date (2 companies) or 
withdrawal of shareholder proposal for undisclosed 
reasons (1 company).

of these companies adopted,  
or committed to adopt, a proxy 
access by-law in 2015

13

companies did not receive  
a shareholder proposal but 
included a management  
proxy access proposal in  
their proxy statement

64

of these companies recommended 
voting against the shareholder 
proxy access proposal and three 
of these companies recommended 
voting in favor of, or were neutral 
with respect to a recommendation 
regarding, the shareholder proxy 
access proposal

2

13 64
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Voting Results of 2015 Proxy 
Access Proposals 

Nearly all proxy access proposals 
put forth during the 2015 proxy 
season received significant 
support. Of the proxy access 
proposals that were voted on 
during the 2015 proxy season:

Fast FactsVoting Percentages
Of the 87 shareholder proxy access proposals voted on during the 2015 proxy 
season, the percentage of shares voted in favor of such proposals averaged 54%. 

Average percentage of shares  
voted in favor of shareholder 
proposals that passed

89% of these proposals received at least a 40% vote in favor

Average percentage of shares  
voted in favor of shareholder 
proposals that failed

63% 41%

* All 5 passed in situations where only a 
management proxy access proposal was  
voted on, and 3 of the 7 passed in situations 
where both a management and a shareholder 
proxy access proposal were voted on at  
the same time.

Passed:

67

10
Proposals

Proposals

10
Proposals

59%

of Shareholder Proxy  
Access Proposals

67%

of Management Proxy  
Access Proposals*

Less than 40% 
in favor

40% – 70% 
in favor

More than 70% 
in favor
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Headline Terms of 2015 Proxy Access Proposals
The headline terms included in the 112 shareholder proxy access proposals and the 12 management proxy  
access proposals submitted during the 2015 proxy season were:

  3% Minimum

  5% Minimum

Minimum Ownership  
Percentage for Proponents

100* 50 50

Shareholder Proposals 
(%)

Management Proposals 
(%)

  25% Threshold

  20% Threshold

  Other Threshold

Maximum Board Percentage 
Electable in One Year

96*

13

33

58

9

  No Maximum

  20 Shareholders

  Other Limit

Shareholder Aggregation

33

58

9

99*

1

  3 Years

  Other

Minimum Holding Period  
for Proponents

99*

1

100

*Includes all 75 NYCC proposals.
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Proxy Advisory Firm Recommendations
Of the 87 companies that had shareholder proxy access proposals voted  
on during the 2015 proxy season, ISS recommended that shareholders  
vote in favor of all 87 of these proposals, while Glass Lewis recommended 
that shareholders vote in favor of 80 and against seven of these proposals. 

Proponents of Proxy Access
More than half of the 112 shareholder proxy access proposals submitted to 
companies during the 2015 proxy season were submitted by the New York 
City Comptroller (“NYCC”). 

The NYCC launched its Boardroom Accountability Project in November 2014 
and as part of this project submitted proxy access proposals to 75 companies. 
It selected these companies based on three priority issues: climate change, 
board diversity and CEO pay. This initiative was supported by a number  
of pension and retirement funds (the “NYCC BAP Supporters”) including 
the California State Teachers’ Retirement System (“CalPERS”), the Illinois 
State Board of Investment, the Philadelphia Board of Pensions & Retirement, 
The Firefighters Pension System of the City of Kansas City and The Miami 
Firefighters’ Relief and Pension Fund. 

The NYCC BAP Supporters submitted an additional 9 proxy access proposals 
to companies and the remaining 28 proxy access proposals were submitted  
by 9 different proponents, with 11 proposals submitted by James McRitchie 
and 4 proposals submitted by each of the Marco Consulting Group, the  
UAW Retiree Medical Trust and John Harrington. It is worth noting that 
Myra Young submitted 1 proposal in her own name and co-sponsored  
6 of the proposals submitted by James McRitchie and 1 proposal  
submitted by the Marco Consulting Group.

Institutional Investor  
Support for Proxy Access
While there is a lot of support for 
shareholder proxy access proposals 
among large institutional shareholders, 
such support is not universal.  
In addition, there is some variation  
in views of institutional shareholders 
and the proxy advisory firms. 

Institutional investors including 
CalPERS, CalSTRS and TIAA-CREF 
have been outspoken in their support 
of companies adopting proxy access. 
Other institutional investors have 
differing perspectives. 

For example, Fidelity generally opposes 
proxy access, and Vanguard generally 
supports proxy access with headline 
terms of: 

Interestingly, in each of the seven cases in which 
Glass Lewis recommended that shareholders  
vote against, the proposal failed to receive a 
majority vote, with the average vote in favor  
being approximately 33%. 

minimum ownership and a

minimum holding period.  

5%

3 year
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Proxy Access By-Laws
Twenty-nine of the 112 companies 
that received a shareholder proxy 
access proposal in 2015 adopted, or 
committed to adopt, a proxy access 
by-law in 2015. An additional eight 
companies adopted a proxy access 
by-law without having received  
a shareholder proposal in 2015. 
These companies often adopted,  
or committed to adopt, proxy access 
by-laws with terms more favorable 
to the company than those in the 
shareholder proxy access proposal 
that was submitted. 

(24 By-Laws) had a 20 shareholder 
maximum limit.

65%

Headline Terms of 2015 Proxy Access By-Laws

5% Minimum Ownership  
(9 By-Laws)

4% Minimum Ownership  
(1 By-Law)

3% Minimum Ownership  
(27 By-Laws)

73% 24% 3%

Ownership Percentage

Maximum Board Percentage

25% Threshold 
(8 By-Laws)

Other Threshold  
(1 By-Law)

20% Threshold 
(28 By-Laws)

76% 21%

3%

Other Minimum Holding 
Period (1 By-Law)

Placed Limits on 
Shareholder Aggregation 
(37 By-Laws)

3-Year Minimum Holding 
Period (36 By-Laws)

Holding PeriodShareholder Aggregation

3%

97%100%
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Be Proactive

Wait

Companies Approached to Adopt  
Proxy Access
As noted earlier, it is likely only a matter of time before 
any particular company is approached to address proxy 
access or receives a shareholder proxy access proposal.  
In light of this, all companies should stay abreast of 
market developments as well as the experiences other 
companies have had with the various proxy access 
strategies they have selected. Of course, companies  
should also consider their overall corporate governance 
profile as well as their shareholder engagement practices. 

There are several options available to a company that has 
been approached by a shareholder to adopt proxy access. 
For those companies that have already been approached 
by shareholders, it seems likely that many of them will 
receive a shareholder proposal if they do not take some 
action. Companies must weigh various considerations 
when making this decision.

1.  Benefits of being 
proactive in adopting 
a shareholder-friendly 
corporate governance 
mechanism

2.  Potential of obtaining 
more company-favorable 
proxy access provisions 
by being proactive

1.  Risk of being perceived 
negatively by ignoring 
shareholder demands

2.  Risk of adopting a 
proxy access by-law 
earlier than might  
be required 

Broker Non-Votes
As is the case for all shareholder proposals, brokers 
cannot vote shares held in street name without 
instructions from the beneficial owner of such shares,  
as these proposals are non-routine matters. In many 
cases, the number of broker non-votes (“BNVs”) were 
either a meaningful percentage of the votes cast with 
respect to a proxy access proposal and/or a meaningful 
percentage of the difference between the number of votes 
in favor of, and the number of votes counted against,  
a proxy access proposal (the ”BNV Differential”).  
These results demonstrate that there may be an 
opportunity for a company’s engagement with retail 
shareholders to meaningfully impact the results of  
voting on shareholder proxy access proposals. 

Specifically, for the 85 companies that had proxy access 
proposals voted on by shareholders in the 2015 proxy season 
and that reported broker non-votes:

 § BNVs averaged 14%, meaning that on average BNVs  
were equal to 14% of the votes cast with respect to a  
proxy access proposal. 

 § Sixty-nine companies reported a BNVs of 19% or less  
and 16 reported BNVs of 20% or greater.

 § The BNV Differential averaged 188%, meaning that  
on average the BNVs were almost twice the margin  
of victory. 

 § The BNV Differential exceeded 100% for 26 companies, 
with 11 of these companies having a BNV Differential  
that exceeded 300%.
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Strategies to Consider after Receiving a Shareholder Proxy 
Access Proposal
Include the Shareholder Proxy Access Proposal and Recommend Voting Against  
such Proposal 
This is the most common scenario that occurred during the 2015 proxy season. 59%  
of the shareholder proxy access proposals passed, with an average vote in favor of 53%.

Companies
64

Include the Shareholder Proxy Access Proposal, Recommend Voting Against  
such Proposal and Adopt, or Commit to Adopt, a Proxy Access By-Law
One reason for pursuing this alternative was to put in place a proxy access by-law with 
more company-favorable provisions than those set forth in the shareholder proposal  
that the company received. 

13

Include the Shareholder Proxy Access Proposal and Recommend Voting in Favor  
of (or issue a Neutral Voting Recommendation with respect to) such Proposal 
A company that follows this approach will very likely be viewed as committing to adopt a 
by-law with the same headline terms as those in the stockholder proposal. Not surprisingly, 
these proposals received an extremely high level of support, with an average vote in favor of 
over 89%. 

3

Include Both the Shareholder Proxy Access Proposal and a Competing Management 
Proxy Access Proposal
Voting results for this approach during the 2015 proxy season were decidedly mixed —  
in three cases the shareholder proposal passed, in three cases the management proposal 
passed, and in one case neither proposal passed. One of these companies adopted a proxy 
access by-law.

7

Do Not Include the Shareholder Proxy Access Proposal But Include a Management  
Proxy Access Proposal
Two of the three companies that followed this approach received a shareholder proxy access 
proposal during the 2014 proxy season. The average vote in favor was 84%.

3

Do Not Include the Shareholder Proxy Access Proposal But Adopt or Commit to Adopt 
a Proxy Access By-Law
In the aggregate, 29 companies (approximately 25% of those receiving a shareholder  
proxy access proposal) adopted or committed to adopt a proxy access by-law in 2015.

15

Note About Methodology: In order to identify companies that received shareholder proposals or otherwise adopted or committed 
to adopt proxy access by-laws in 2015, we searched all SEC filings, focusing on definitive proxy statements, for proxy access 
proposals, as well as SEC no action letters filed with respect to proposals submitted by shareholders. We cross-checked the 
research against the NYCC’s published list of the 75 companies to which it submitted proxy access shareholder proposals 
as well as the lists published by other shareholder proponents known to be active in this area. In addition, we compared our 
universe of companies to lists published by selected third parties. Finally, we performed general searches of the news media.
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Board Leadership

Separation of the Offices of the CEO and Chair
Separating the offices of the Chief Executive and the chair of the board has 
been debated for years and is still among the top corporate governance issues 
facing companies today. Seventy-eight Top 100 Companies give the board 
flexibility to separate or combine the offices of the CEO and chair of the 
board, depending on which leadership structure is in the company’s best 
interest at the time.

Public companies are required to disclose why the board leadership 
structure they have chosen is appropriate for the company. When the same 
person serves as both the CEO and chair, companies generally explain that 
the approach best serves their constituency because it provides unified 
leadership, clear accountability and the benefit of deep operational and 
industry experience. The rationale for splitting the two offices is that the roles 
have separate and distinct duties — the CEO is responsible for operational 
leadership and strategic direction of the company, while the chair facilitates 
independent oversight of management and leadership of the board.

8
companies have a policy  
stating the two offices 
should not be separated

11
of the Top 100 Companies  
have a policy that requires  
separate individuals to serve  
as CEO and chair of the board

Fast Facts

Of the 37 Top 100 Companies that separate these offices: 
disclosed that  
they have a lead  
independent director

disclosed that the  
chair is independent

disclosed that they  
did not have an  
independent  
chair or lead  
independent director

14

21

2

CEOs of Top 100 Companies 
serve as chair of the board

CEOs of Top 100 
Companies do not serve  
as chair of the board

63

37
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Lead Independent Directors
Proxy disclosure rules require public companies combining the offices of CEO and chair of the board to 
disclose whether they have a lead independent director and, if so, what specific role the lead independent 
director plays in the leadership of the board. Sixty-two of the 63 Top 100 Companies that have combined  
the offices of the CEO and chair of the board disclosed that they have a lead independent director.

The principal responsibilities of a lead independent director typically include:

The NYSE listing standards  
require either non-management 
directors or independent directors  
to meet at regularly scheduled 
executive sessions outside the 
presence of management. If a 
company chooses to hold regular 
meetings of all non-management 
directors, the NYSE listing standards 
state that it should hold an executive 
session including only independent 
directors at least once a year.  
The NASDAQ listing standards 
provide that executive sessions of 
independent directors should occur 
at least twice a year. The frequency 
of executive sessions of the boards of 
the Top 100 Companies is detailed to 
the right.

36

14

4

26

5

12

3

  At Least 1 Meeting Annually 

   As Part of Every Regularly 
Scheduled Board Meeting

  As Part of Every Board Meeting

  Regularly or Periodically

  At Least 2 Meetings Annually

  At Least 3 Meetings Annually

  At Least 4 Meetings Annually

Frequency of Executive Sessions

Having authority 
to call meetings of 
the independent 
directors

Consulting  
with major  
shareholders,  
if requested

Reviewing and 
approving  
board meeting 
schedules, 
agendas and 
materials

Serving as a 
liaison between 
the chair and 
the independent 
directors 

Presiding at all 
meetings of the  
board at which  
the chair is not 
present, including 
executive sessions
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Women in Leadership 

Fast Facts  
Average Board Tenure
The average board tenure of male and 
female directors is about the same.

Women in the C-Suite  
A woman served as the CEO  
at 11 of the Top 100 Companies 
and as both CEO and chair  
of the board at seven of those 
companies. A woman served  
as the CFO at 14 of the  
Top 100 Companies.

Men 
(Average Age: 63.4)8.43

 Years

8.46 
Years

Women 
(Average Age: 60.8)

10

6

19

10

13

11

15

14

2

2

Women held approximately 22% of the total number of board seats at the 
Top 100 Companies in 2015. Only 16 of the Top 100 Companies have 
boards composed of 30% or more women members, and only two of these 
companies have a board of more than 40% women members.

Board Gender Diversity (% of Women on the Board)

Less than 10%

10% – 15%

16% – 19%

20%

21% – 24%

25%

26% – 29%

30% – 39%

More than 40%
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112

344

102

339
326

116112

344

102

339
326

116112

344

102

339
326

116

Increasing the Pace of Adding Women to Boards
Quotas have been implemented in a number of European countries as a 
means to achieve board gender diversity, but that approach has not gained 
much momentum in the US. A few states — Massachusetts, California 
and Illinois — have taken action to encourage gender-diverse boards by 
approving non-binding resolutions calling for minimum numbers of 
women directors on corporate boards, something short of imposing quotas. 
Looking to the quotas in place in Germany (30%) and Norway (40%) 
as a benchmark, the US is lagging far behind, with 84% of the Top 100 
Companies having boards with less than 30% women members.

With the percentage of board seats held by women hovering around 22% 
for the past three years of our Survey, more needs to be done to increase  
the pace at which women are joining boards. For example, in 2015 a total  
of 46 new directors were added to the boards of the Top 100 Companies, 
and only eight (or 17.4%) of those new directors were women.

Audit Committee  
Members

Compensation Committee 
Members

Nominating/Governance  
Committee Members

Composition of Board Committees

Top 100 Companies have 
women serving as chair  
of the audit committee

18

20

26

Top 100 Companies have 
women serving as chair of  
the compensation committee

Top 100 Companies have 
women serving as chair  
of the nominating/ 
governance committee

  Men    Women

Men 
(Average Age: 63.4)

25% represented  
by women

23% represented 
by women

26% represented  
by women

Women 
(Average Age: 60.8)
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12

15

17

10

15

11

17

3

Board Refreshment

In today’s constantly evolving and complex global 
business environment, board composition is 
increasingly in the spotlight. “Board refreshment” 
includes issues facing nominating/governance 
committees related to director tenure, experience, 
diversity and performance, all of which contribute to 
board effectiveness. While director continuity provides 
many benefits, nominating/governance committees 
are tasked with the responsibility of balancing those 
benefits with the need for fresh perspectives, diverse 
views, specialized experience and independence.  
The average board tenure at the Top 100 Companies  
is 8.44 years. 

Average Tenure of Directors

Director Independence
Independent directors constituted 75% or more of 
the directors on the boards of most of the Top 100 
Companies. Over the last 10 years, the number of 
companies at which the CEO is the only non-independent 
director has increased significantly. COOs served on  
the boards of five companies and a CFO served on  
the board of one company.

companies have boards composed  
of 75% or more independent directors

Mechanisms to Encourage Board Refreshment
Refreshing the board is often accomplished by adopting a mandatory retirement age for non-employee directors 
or, less frequently, by imposing mandatory term limits on service. Bright-line standards can eliminate the need to 
make difficult decisions about the continued service of an individual director, but they often do not take into account 
whether the directors are functioning effectively and can prolong the tenure of under-performing directors or cut  
short the tenure of directors who continue to make a contribution. The NYSE mandates board self-evaluations and 
many companies rely on them as a more effective means for ensuring board composition is appropriate and the  
board is functioning effectively.

Non-Independent Board Members 

Less than 6 years of service 

6 years of service 

7 years of service 

8 years of service 

9 years of service 

10 years of service 

11-15 years of service 

More than 15 years of service 

94
61
30

61

25

121
10

   1 non-independent 
director 

   2 non-independent 
directors 

   3 non-independent 
directors 

   4 non-independent 
directors 

   5 non-independent 
directors 

   6 non-independent 
directors 

companies have the CEO as the  
only non-independent director

companies have non-management 
directors who are not independent
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Retirement Age
Although not required by either the NYSE or NASDAQ 
listing standards, 77 of the Top 100 Companies have 
disclosed a mandatory retirement age for their  
non-management directors. Of these, 38 companies 
expressly permit the board or a committee of the board 
to make exceptions to the retirement age policy. Age 
72 continues to be the most commonly selected age for 
mandatory retirement of non-management directors. 
Common practice requires management directors (other 
than chairs in certain instances) to retire from the board 
when they retire from employment with the company.

Term Limits
Only four of the Top 100 Companies have adopted mandatory term limits for their directors. The mandatory term 
limits apply only to non-management directors at three of these companies. Fifty-five of the Top 100 Companies 
specifically state that term limits have not be adopted, most citing the value of the insight and knowledge that  
directors who have served for an extended period of time can provide about the company’s business. Many of these 
companies also state that periodic reviews by the board or a board committee of each director’s performance serve  
as an appropriate alternative to mandatory term limits. One company has a 20-year term limit.

25

5

43

2

1

10

13

  

Age 65

Age 70

Age 72

Age 73-74 

Age 75

Topic Addressed but No Mandatory Retirement Age Specified

Topic Not Addressed

companies specifically 
state that term limits 
should not be adopted

companies do not  
address the topic  
of term limits

companies have terms 
limits ranging from  
12 to 20 years

55

41

4
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Board Structure and Practices

Size of Audit Committee
The number of members of the 
audit committees of the Top 100 
Companies ranged from three 
to seven members. The number 
of financial experts on the audit 
committees of the Top 100 
Companies ranged from  
one to ten. The median number  
of financial experts was four.

Size of Board
The size of the boards of directors  
of the Top 100 Companies ranged 
from seven to 17 members,  
with an average of 12 members.  
The board size of 74 of the  
Top 100 Companies ranged  
from 10 to 13 members.

Size of Nominating/ 
Governance Committee
The size of the nominating/
governance committees of the 
Top 100 Companies ranged  
from two to twelve members.

Size of Compensation  
Committee
The size of the compensation 
committees of the Top 100 
Companies ranged from three  
to seven members.

34
30

16
6

14

33

40

18
18

40

22

13

18

16

   3 Members 

   4 Members 

   5 Members 

  6 Members 

   7 Members 
or more

   1 Member

  3 Members 

  4 Members 

  5 Members 

  6 Members

  7 Members 
  or more

   3 Members 

   4 Members 

   5 Members 

  6 Members 

   7 Members

2 8 or fewer 
members

9 Members3

10 Members14

11 Members23

 14 Members8

12 Members22

15 Members5

13 Members15

16 or More  
Members8
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20

13

10

9

14

16

6

8

4

26

25

23

8

7

7

4

20

22

17

11

17

9

4

Number of Board Meetings

Number of Audit  
Committee Meetings
The Top 100 Companies  
held an average of 10 audit  
committee meetings.

Number of Nominating/ 
Governance  
Committee Meetings
The Top 100 Companies held 
an average of five nominating/
governance committee meetings.

Number of Compensation 
Committee Meetings
The Top 100 Companies held an 
average of seven compensation 
committee meetings.

   13 or More 
Meetings 

  12 Meetings 

  11 Meetings

  10 Meetings 

  9 Meetings

   8 Meetings

   7 Meetings

   6 Meetings

    5 or Fewer 
Meetings

   8 or More 
Meetings 

  7 Meetings 

  6 Meetings

  5 Meetings 

  4 Meetings

  3 Meetings

  2 Meetings

   9 or More 
Meetings 

  8 Meetings 

  7 Meetings

  6 Meetings 

  5 Meetings

  4 Meetings

   3 or Fewer 
Meetings

The Top 100 Companies held an 
average of nine board meetings.

6

11

19

12
13 13

12

14

  12 or More Meetings 

  11 Meetings

  10 Meetings

  9 Meetings

  8 Meetings

  7 Meetings

  6 Meetings

  5 or Fewer Meetings

Fast Facts
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Audit Committee Financial Experts

Listed companies must disclose whether at least one member of the audit 
committee is an audit committee financial expert and, if not, why not. 
Although SEC rules require companies with an audit committee  
financial expert to disclose the identity of only one expert, 70 of the  
Top 100 Companies voluntarily disclosed the identity of more than  
one audit committee financial expert.

identify two or more (but less  
than all) audit committee  

members as audit committee 
financial experts

identify only one audit  
committee member as an audit 

committee financial expert

identify all audit committee 
members as audit committee 

financial experts

44 29 27

of the 27 companies that 
identify all audit committee 
members as financial experts 
are financial institutions 
(including insurance 
companies)

3
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Service on Multiple Audit Committees

The NYSE listing standards require boards to  
determine whether a director’s simultaneous service 
on the audit committees of more than three public 
companies would impair the ability of the director  
to effectively serve on the company’s audit committee.  
As a result, many companies have adopted limits  
on the number of audit committees on which their  
audit committee members may serve. Of the  
Top 100 Companies, 51 limit the number of audit  
committees on which their audit committee  
members may serve to three.

companies address the issue of  
service by directors on other public 
company boards

companies place a numerical limit  
on the number of public company  
boards on which a director may serve 

91

companies limit service to  
three audit committees51

66

companies place no limit on the  
number of audit committees or  
do not disclose restrictions

39

companies limit service to  
four audit committees10

Director Eligibility Criteria

Service on Other Public Company Boards

The two principal mechanisms used to manage the 
service of directors on other boards are placing a 
numerical limit on the number of public company  
boards on which a director may serve and requiring  
a director to notify the board or a committee of the  
board of changes in the number of public company 
boards on which the director serves.

Total Number of Boards on Which a Director  
May Serve

Of the 66 Top 100 Companies that impose a numerical 
limit on the number of public company boards on 
which their directors may serve, 31 impose a numerical 
limit that applies to all directors (described below),  
and the remaining 35 impose limits based upon  
various factors, such as the employment or independent 
status of a director.

6 Boards

5 Boards4 Boards

3 Boards

1 611 13
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Shareholder Proposals

Governance-Related Shareholder Proposals
The proxy statements of 65 of the Top 100 Companies included corporate governance-related proposals submitted  
by shareholders. The following four proposals submitted by shareholders were included most frequently.

Independent Board Chair
Twenty-six Top 100 Companies 
received shareholder proposals 
calling for the board to adopt a 
policy requiring the chair to be  
an independent director and  
not a current or former CEO  
or employee. 

10

15

20

25

30

201520142013201220112010

26

18

12

25 25

19

0.00

6.25

12.50

18.75

25.00

201520142013201220112010

5

24

20

6 6
7

5

10

15

20

201520142013201220112010

18

8

14

11

16
15

Shareholder Action by  
Written Consent
Eighteen Top 100 Companies 
received shareholder proposals 
calling for the board to take steps 
necessary to permit shareholders  
to act by written consent. This is a 
20% increase over 2014.

Allowing Shareholders  
to Call Special Meetings
Five Top 100 Companies received 
shareholder proposals calling for 
the board to take steps necessary to 
amend the company’s governing 
documents to give shareholders 
holding a certain percentage of 
outstanding shares the power to 
call special shareholder meetings.

This is a slight decrease 
from 2014 and continues a 
downward trend our Survey  
has observed since 2010

This is a 37% increase over 2014
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Proxy Access
Eighteen Top 100 Companies 
received shareholder proposals 
calling for the board to take steps 
necessary to amend the company’s 
governing documents to permit 
shareholders satisfying certain 
ownership criteria to include 
director nominees in the company’s 
proxy materials. This is a dramatic 
increase of more than 200% from 
2014. We have included observations 
regarding proxy access by-law trends 
generally on page 11.

Other Notable Shareholder Proposals
In addition to corporate governance proposals, shareholders also submit 
proposals addressing a wide range of other topics, including: 

Political Contributions

Calls for the board to disclose information related to the company’s political 
contributions and/or lobbying activities

Share Retention

Calls for the board to adopt policies requiring executive officers  
to retain a certain amount of the company’s shares

Number of Shareholder Proposals
Eighty of the Top 100 Companies received at least one 
shareholder proposal on a range of topics, including 
human rights and environmental matters.

Total Number of Shareholder Proposals

Shareholder Proposals Related 
to Corporate Governance

35

37

25

3

  None

   1 Proposal

  3 Proposals

  3 or more Proposals

13

37

20

31

5

35

23

39

2014

2014

2012

2013

2014

2012

2015

2015

2013

2013

7

11

4

17 18

23
  6 or more Proposals

  5 Proposals

   4 Proposals

   3 Proposals

  2 Proposals

   1 Proposal

18

6

5

2015
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Average Level of Support for Shareholder Proposals
These results for shareholder proposals have been calculated as a percentage of votes cast.

16%

29%

22%

33%

14%

31%

37%

25%

46%

Director Elections by  
Majority Vote  
(2 Proposals)

Shareholder Can Call  
Special Meetings  

(5 Proposals)

Shareholder Action by  
Written Consent  
(18 Proposals)

Independent Board Chair 
(26 Proposals)

Cumulative Voting 
(5 Proposals)

One Vote Per Share 
(6 Proposals)

Political Contributions 
(35 Proposals)

Share Retention 
(5 Proposals)

Proxy Access 
(18 Proposals)
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Number of Corporate  
Governance-Related  
Management Proposals
Six of the Top 100 Companies had 
at least one management proposal 
related to corporate governance and 
five of those companies had two or 
more proposals.

Number of Management Proposals Related to Corporate Governance 
Submitted to Shareholders

1

5

1

94

Companies Had No Proposals

Companies Had 1 Proposal

Companies Had 2 or More Proposals

Details of Corporate  
Governance-Related  
Management Proposals
Fourteen corporate  
governance-related proposals  
were included in the 2015  
proxy statements of the  
Top 100 Companies. 

   Removal of Supermajority  
Voting Requirement

   Declassify the Board

  Director Election by Majority Vote

12 1 1

Average Level of Support for Management Proposals
The average level of support for management proposals related to corporate 
governance increased significantly from 2014 to 2015. The results for 
management proposals have been calculated as a percentage of shares 
outstanding based on the publicly available information closest to the record 
date of the meeting.

Declassify the Board Director Elections by  
Majority Vote

Removal of Supermajority  
Voting Requirement

70% 47% 54%75% 73% 55%

2015 2015 20152014 2014 2014

1 Proposal 1 Proposal  12 Proposals1 Proposal 1 Proposal 2 Proposals
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In 2015, 15 Top 100 
Companies announced  
plans to submit a proxy  
access by-law at their  
2016 annual meetings

By-Law Developments

Recent years have seen the development and implementation  
by US-listed companies of new by-law provisions. Some, such  
as advance notice by-laws, have been, at least in part, a reaction to 
increased levels of shareholder activism. US-listed companies are 
also considering forum selection by-laws, intended to facilitate the 
management of shareholder litigation, and proxy access by-laws, 
intended to facilitate the nomination of director candidates  
by large shareholders.

Certain By-Law Trends

Proxy Access By-Laws

A proxy access by-law permits shareholders 
satisfying certain ownership criteria to include  
board nominees in the company’s proxy statement.

Forum Selection By-Laws

A forum selection by-law generally requires that litigation 
commenced by shareholders against the company  
be adjudicated in courts located in the company’s state  
of incorporation. More companies have adopted this type 
of by-law since the Delaware Chancery Court upheld  
its validity in 2013.

15
7

93 85

34
66

   Top 100 Companies That Have This By-Law Provision

   Top 100 Companies That Do Not Have This  
By-Law Provision

15
7

93 85

34
66
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Advance Notice By-Laws
Over the last several years, as the number of shareholder proposals and 
shareholder director nominations has increased, a significant number of 
public companies have incorporated advance notice provisions into their 
by-laws. These by-law provisions ensure that companies and boards have 
sufficient information about the proposal and the parties introducing them 
and adequate time to consider the proposals by requiring shareholders to 
give advance notice of their intention to bring business before an annual 
shareholders meeting.

companies have 
advance notice by-laws*

companies do not have  
advance notice by-laws

*The advance notice provision for one company was contained in its articles of incorporation.

96

4

A majority of the Top 100 
Companies have expanded the 
scope of information that must 
be included in a proposing 
shareholder’s notice in order to 
better gauge the extent of the 
proposing shareholder’s interest 
in the company’s stock.  
As an example:

Fast Facts

of the Top 100 Companies 
have adopted advance notice 
by-laws that require proposing 
shareholders to disclose various 
indirect ownership interests in 
the company’s stock, such as  
through derivatives

74
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Takeover Defenses

When we introduced the Survey in 2003, it was common for US-listed companies to deploy a broad array of structural 
takeover defenses. Since that time, shareholder activists and other proponents of corporate governance reform have 
brought about a shift in the landscape of these practices and the prevalence of certain takeover defenses has steadily 
declined. As a result, the declassification of boards of directors and the repeal of shareholder rights plans have been 
widely adopted as corporate governance “best” practices.

Poison Pills
Of the Top 100 Companies, only three have a  
shareholder rights plan, or “poison pill.” Of the  
three companies that have poison pills, one has a 
standard poison pill for defensive purposes and two  
have implemented an “NOL poison pill,” or a shareholder 
rights plan adopted by a company to protect its net 
operating loss assets. The two NOL poison pills have  
terms of three years and the standard poison pill  
has a term of 10 years, which expired in September  
2015. The two NOL poison pills have been approved  
by shareholders.

The Evolution of Poison Pills
The steady decline over the last several years in the 
number of the Top 100 Companies (and US-listed 
companies more broadly) that have poison pills in 
place can be explained, at least in part, by opposition 
to their use from certain institutional investors and 
proxy advisory firms. For example, ISS, a proxy advisory 
firm, will recommend “withhold” or “against” votes for 
directors if the board adopts a poison pill with a term 
of more than 12 months, renews any existing poison 
pill or makes a “material adverse change” to an existing 
poison pill without shareholder approval. As a result, 
and as a general matter, the practice among US-listed 
companies has shifted from having a poison pill in 
place as a matter of course to maintaining a poison  
pill “on the shelf” that can be implemented quickly  
to defend the company against specific threats.

Classified Boards
Of the Top 100 Companies, nine have a classified or 
staggered board of directors. In 2015, one management 
proposal to declassify the board was not approved 
because it received less than the required 80% approval 
of the outstanding shares entitled to vote.

Of the seven companies with classified boards, two  
of the companies are in the process of declassifying 
their respective boards.
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Eighteen Top 100 Companies had a shareholder 
proposal to permit shareholder action by less than 
unanimous written consent. This was the most 
frequently submitted structural defense-related 
shareholder proposal. See page 26 for details.

Other Structural Defenses
In addition to a classified board, many companies’ 
organizational documents provide for other types of 
structural defenses. The following structural defenses 
are employed by many of the Top 100 Companies:

96 63

76

companies authorize blank  
check preferred stock

companies do not permit 
shareholder action by less than 

unanimous written consent

40

companies specify certain actions 
that require a supermajority vote

companies permit shareholders  
to call a special meeting

Voting thresholds for shareholders to call a special meeting:*

* Excludes companies with different thresholds for a single shareholder  
and a group of shareholders.

15

12

33

25%

20%

10%
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Majority Voting Standards

Voting Standards in Uncontested  
Director Elections
The number of Top 100 Companies that use  
a majority voting standard, as compared to the  
plurality standard, in uncontested director elections 
has increased dramatically, from:

   Directors elected by majority of votes cast AND any 
holdover incumbent director who receives more votes 
against than votes for his or her election must tender  
his or her resignation

   Directors elected by majority of votes cast (no resignation 
requirement for incumbent directors)

   Directors elected by majority of votes cast AND any 
holdover incumbent director who receives more votes 
against than votes for his or her election ceases to be  
a director after 90 days (or, if earlier, the date the board 
selects a replacement director)

77

12

5

3

3

with Majority Voting:Of the

Of the with Plurality Voting:

94

11 94

6

Director Resignation Policies
have policies requiring 
an incumbent director 
to tender a resignation 
if the director receives 
more “against” or 
“withhold” votes 
than votes for his or 
her election. This 
group of companies 
is comprised of 77 
companies that have a 

majority voting standard and three that have a plurality 
voting standard. In addition, five other Top 100 
Companies have majority voting policies that provide 
that any holdover incumbent director who receives 
more votes against than votes for his or her election 
ceases to be a director after 90 days (or, if earlier, the 
date that the board selects a replacement director).

Which corporate documents contain director 
resignation policies?

1

2

1

35

20

21

By-Laws

Corporate Governance Guidelines

By-Laws and Corporate Governance Guidelines

By-Laws and Corporate Charter

Corporate Charter and Corporate Governance Guidelines

2015 Proxy Statement

80
Top 100  

Companies

   Directors elected by plurality of votes cast AND any director 
who receives more votes withheld than votes for his or her 
election must tender his or her resignation

   Directors elected by plurality of votes cast (no resignation 
requirement for incumbent directors)

companies in 2006 to in 2015
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66

Who decides whether to accept or reject a tendered resignation?

Is there a presumption that a tendered resignation should be accepted?

that have adopted director resignation 
policies presume that a tendered 
resignation should be accepted unless 
the board finds a “compelling reason” 
or a “significant reason” to reject 
the resignation or finds rejecting the 
resignation is in the best interest  
of the company

How long does the relevant decision-making body have to determine 
whether to accept or reject a tendered resignation?

Top 100 Companies require that the decision-
making body either make a decision on the tendered 
resignation or publicly disclose its decision within  
90 days after the certification of the election results. 
For the remaining companies that specify a time 
period, most require a decision or disclosure within  
60 to 120 days, while eight companies provide  
until the next regularly scheduled board meeting  
to make the decision.

Policy Variations  
for Holdover Directors
Incumbent directors who do 
not receive the majority of votes 
required for re-election are 
referred to as “holdover” directors 
while they remain in office.

Delaware law provides that a 
holdover director will remain in 
office until a successor is elected, 
or until he or she resigns or is 
removed.

The corporate law of a number 
of other states follows The 
Model Business Corporations 
Act (“MBCA”) published by 
the American Bar Association, 
which provides that a holdover 
incumbent director ceases to be 
a director after 90 days, or earlier 
if the board selects a replacement 
director. The MBCA provides an 
alternative to the approach taken 
by Delaware law by permitting 
companies to adopt a by-law 
provision that empowers the board 
to replace a holdover director and 
otherwise provides a limit on 
the amount of time a holdover 
director may remain in office.

Consequently, Delaware 
corporations implementing 
a majority voting policy will 
typically include a resignation 
requirement to ensure that  
a director who fails to be  
re-elected can actually be  
removed from office.

8
Top 100  

Companies

90%
69
of the 80 Top 100  
Companies that have 
adopted resignation  
policies require a full 
board review

of these companies 
also require either 
the nominating/
governance 
committee or 
the independent 
directors to make  
a recommendation
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Financial-Related Clawbacks

On July 1, 2015, the SEC proposed 
long-awaited rules to implement 
Section 954 of the Dodd-Frank Act. 
Proposed Exchange Act Rule 10D-1 
would prohibit the national securities 
associations and exchanges from 
listing any securities of an issuer  
that does not develop, implement 
and disclose a policy requiring the  
recovery of excess incentive-based 
compensation received by an 
executive officer when the issuer 
needs to correct erroneous  
financial data by preparing an 
accounting restatement.

Even without being required to do so, many of the largest US public 
companies voluntarily maintain clawback policies. Proxy advisory groups 
strongly encourage public companies to adopt clawbacks as an element  
of sound corporate governance and risk mitigation. Issuer policies, 
however, are not uniform and their application varies as to the events that 
trigger recovery, culpability standards, the individuals covered, the types of 
compensation subject to recovery, the level of board discretion as to whether 
to seek enforcement and the time period covered by the recovery policy.

Key Components of the Clawback Proposal
 § applies without regard to whether misconduct was a cause  
of the restatement

 § applies to almost all listed issuers, including smaller reporting 
companies, emerging growth companies, controlled companies, 
foreign private issuers and issuers that only list debt

 § covers any current or former employee who was an “officer”  
under Section 16 of the Exchange Act during the relevant period

 § applies to incentive compensation based on, or derived from, 
financial information that must be reported under the securities 
laws, as well as on total shareholder return and stock price

 § exempts awards that vest solely on the basis of time, including  
time-vested options 

 § recovers incentive-based compensation paid in excess of what 
would have been received had it been determined based on the 
restated financials

 § prohibits the indemnification of covered officers against the loss  
of any recovered compensation

 § requires the recovery policy be filed as an exhibit to the issuer’s 
annual report

 § requires disclosure of actions taken pursuant to the policy in the 
issuer’s proxy statement (or annual report if no proxy statement  
is required)

 § mandates delisting in the event an issuer fails to implement, 
disclose or adhere to its policy
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of the Top 100 Companies  
publicly disclosed that they  
maintain a financial-related  
clawback policy in 2015,  
down from 88 in 2014

Covered Persons 
The threshold issue is determining whose compensation is subject to a 
clawback. Clawbacks mandated under Dodd-Frank will apply to all current 
and former Section 16 officers. The following individuals are subject to  
the voluntary financial-related clawbacks at the Top 100 Companies:*

* Policies at seven of the Top 100 Companies vary the triggering events  
among different groups of employees.

47

17

3
26

20

   NEOs Only

  All Executive Officers

  Senior Employees

  All Officers

   All Employees (or all participants in the plans or programs 
subject to the clawback policy)

   Not Disclosed

87
of the Top 100 Companies  
disclosed that they adopted  
a financial-related clawback  
policy effective in calendar  
year 2015 and one company 
amended its policy in 2015

2

Top 100 Companies expressly 
disclose that the clawback  
policy applies to former  
employees or executives

6
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Triggers
Dodd-Frank requires recoupment of compensation upon an accounting restatement due to material  
noncompliance with any financial reporting requirement. The SEC’s proposed rules interpret  
“material noncompliance” to mean any error that is material to previously filed financial statements.  
The restatement need not result from fraud or misconduct by the issuer or any of its employees.  

*The policies at 15 Top 100 Companies use multiple triggering events.

require fraud or  
misconduct related to  
the financial restatement

29

48

do not require fraud  
or misconduct

54

1

14

14

77

1

Financial Restatement

Fraud or Misconduct Relating to Financials (no restatement)

Materially Inaccurate Financials (no restatement)

Dodd-Frank Compliant

Not Specified

Employee Subject to the Recoupment Engaged in Fraud or Misconduct

6
2
1

78 Both Cash and Equity

Cash Only

Equity Only

Not Specified

Compensation Subject to Clawback
Dodd-Frank compliant clawback policies will require 
companies to recover “certain incentive-based 
compensation (including stock options).” The SEC’s 
proposed rules define incentive-based compensation as 
compensation that is granted, earned or vested based 
upon the attainment of financial reporting measures 
that are determined and presented in accordance with 
the accounting principles used in preparing the issuer’s 
financial statements and any measures that are derived 
wholly or in part from such measures, as well as stock 
price and total shareholder return. Time-vested awards 
are not covered. While voluntary clawback policies 
generally permit a company to recoup “incentive 
compensation,” the forms of incentive compensation  
that may be recouped vary.

Of the 87 Top 100 Companies that maintain  
a clawback policy, they may recoup:

Triggers at the Top 100 Companies include:*
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Of the 87 Top 100 Companies that maintain a clawback policy:Enforcement 
The proposed rules provide  
boards with almost no discretion 
to determine whether to pursue 
recovery of erroneously awarded 
compensation. As a result, an issuer 
must recover erroneously awarded 
compensation except to the extent 
it would be impracticable to do so. 
Recovery would be impracticable 
if the direct expense paid to a third 
party to assist in enforcement would 
exceed the amount to be recovered, 
or if recovery would violate a home 
country law that was adopted prior 
to the proposed rule being published 
in the Federal Register. Prior to 
concluding that recovery would be 
too expensive, an issuer must make 
a reasonable attempt to recover the 
erroneously awarded compensation 
and document that attempt to the 
exchange or association. In addition, 
before concluding that recovery 
would violate a home country law, 
the issuer must obtain and provide  
to the exchange or association an 
opinion of home country counsel.

   Retain board discretion as to  
whether to seek enforcement

   Appear to provide for  
mandatory enforcement

   Provide for both mandatory  
and discretionary enforcement,  
depending on the triggering event

   Not Specified

67

12

4

4

Who maintains the enforcement discretion under the voluntary polices 
currently in place?

24

7

27

7
2

12 12

* At one Top 100 Company, both the compensation committee and the audit committee retain the discretion.  
At another company, the compensation committee retains the discretion for senior employees and the head 
of human resources maintains the discretion for other employees.

   Compensation Committee* 

  Board of Directors

   Both the Board of Directors and  
the Compensation Committee

  Audit Committee*

  Not Specified

Board discretion is a distinguishing  
feature of the clawback policies 
currently in place
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Time Period
The clawback provisions under Dodd-Frank will apply  
to amounts received during the three-year period 
preceding the date on which the issuer is required  
to prepare a restatement. The date on which an issuer  
is required to prepare an accounting statement under  
the proposed rules is the earlier of:

In providing that the trigger would be the date the issuer 
“reasonably should have concluded” that the financial 
statements contained a material error, the proposal may 
introduce additional complexity in its application. For 
example, issuers that initially disagree with a letter from an 
independent auditor suggesting that a restatement may be 
required, and therefore choose a later date as the trigger, 
may run the risk of a later determination that receipt of the 
letter was the date it “reasonably should have concluded” 
that its financial statements required restatement.

Of the 87 Top 100 Companies:*

Not Specified

Three Years

One Year

Three Years Following Termination  
of Employment

Entire Restatement Period

Three Years Prior to  
the Restatement

Applies to all Gains During the 
12-Month Period Following the Filing 
of Incorrect Financial Statements

Other

* Two Top 100 Companies provide for different periods based 
upon which triggers, covered employees or compensation  
are implicated.

 § the date on which the issuer’s board of  
directors or authorized officer or officers 
concludes, or reasonably should have 
concluded, that the issuer’s previously  
issued financial statements contain a  
material error; or 

 § the date on which a court, regulator or other 
legally authorized body directs the issuer to 
restate its previously issued financial statements 
to correct a material error.

8

61

5

6

3

1

2

3

70% of the clawback policies in place at the  
Top 100 Companies do not specify a time period for 
the application of the clawback. In addition, for many 
of the companies where a time period is specified, 
there is limited explanation as to exactly how the time 
period will be calculated. 
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Documentation

Of the 87 Top 100 Companies that maintain a clawback policy: 

13

11

11

15

48 39
Do not specify where  
their clawback policy  
is documented

specify where their clawback policy  
is documented

These documents include:*

* Two Top 100 Companies formalize their policies in more 
than one document.

  Incentive Award Plan or Agreement

  Corporate Governance Guidelines

   Publicly Available Compensation or Corporate  
Governance Policy

  Compensation Committee Charter

  Company Governance Website

Determination of Recovery Amount
The SEC’s proposed rules provide that the recoverable 
amount is the amount of incentive-based compensation 
that exceeds the amount that otherwise would have  
been received had it been determined based on the 
accounting restatement. This amount is determined  
on a pre-tax basis. With respect to cash awards, the 
recoverable amount is the difference between the  
amount that was received and the amount that should 
have been received applying the restated financials. 
Special considerations would apply, however, under  
the following circumstances:

 § The Performance Metric is Total Shareholder Return 
or Stock Price. Issuers may use reasonable estimates 
as long as they publicly disclose the estimates.

 § Equity. If the equity awards or underlying shares 
are still held at the time of recovery, the recoverable 
amount would be the excess number of shares.  
If options have been exercised, but the underlying 
shares are still held, the recoverable amount would  
be the excess number of shares (less any exercise  
price paid). If the shares have been sold, the sale 
proceeds would be recoverable. 

 § Incentive-Based Compensation Based Only in Part 
on a Financial Reporting Measure. The recoverable 
amount is prorated.

The proposed rules also contain detailed provisions 
regarding bonus pools.

The clawback policies at the Top 100 Companies 
generally do not provide details as to how the excess 
recoverable amount should be calculated.
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Clawback Disclosure Policies
Although not required by Dodd-Frank, the proposed rules would require that, if at any time 
during a fiscal year an issuer completed a restatement that required recovery of erroneously 
awarded incentive-based compensation pursuant to the listed issuer’s compensation recovery 
policy, or there was an outstanding balance of excess incentive-based compensation from  
the application of the policy in a previous year, it must disclose:

 § the date on which the issuer was required to prepare an accounting restatement;

 § the aggregate dollar amount of excess incentive-based compensation attributable  
to the accounting restatement, or an explanation as to the reasons why the  
amount has not yet been determined;

 § the estimates that were used in determining the excess incentive-based compensation 
attributable to the accounting restatement, if the financial reporting measure related  
to a stock price or total shareholder return metric; and

 § the aggregate dollar amount of excess incentive-based compensation that remained 
outstanding at the end of the last fiscal year.

If an issuer decided not to pursue recovery from an individual, it must disclose the  
individual’s name, the amount forgone and a brief description of the reason the listed 
registrant decided not to pursue recovery. Further, the issuer must disclose the name  
of any individual who, as of the end of the last fiscal year, had erroneously been awarded 
compensation outstanding for a period of 180 days or longer, as well as the dollar  
amount of the outstanding erroneously awarded compensation.

5 
Top 100 Companies maintain  
policies that require disclosure  
of recoupments or potential  
recoupments 

Shareholders proposed amending 
or enhancing clawback policies at 
three Top 100 Companies in 2015

None 
of these proposals passed
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Detrimental Conduct Clawback Policies 

While many companies do not specify which acts trigger the detrimental 
conduct clawback, common triggering events for the policies at the  
Top 100 Companies include:

10

16

20

16

6
7

11

8
9

   Violation of Restrictive Covenants (e.g., noncompetes, 
nonsolicitation and confidentiality agreements)

   Violation of Law (including embezzlement, theft and bribery)

   Violation of Company Policy (including code of conduct  
and code of ethics)

   Acts Resulting in Reputational, Financial or Other Harm  
to the Company

   Failure of Risk Management

   Failure to Supervise

   General Fraud or Misconduct

   Termination for Cause or Misconduct

   Other Detrimental Activities

Top 100 Companies maintain 
“detrimental conduct”  
clawback policies that  
apply when an employee  
commits a bad act that is  
not necessarily related to  
the issuer’s financials

46

Two companies have adopted  
a detrimental conduct  
clawback policy effective  
in calendar year 2015
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Say-on-Pay 

* Approval rates are calculated on the ratio of votes “for” over the sum of votes cast plus abstentions, as reported in SEC filings.

The year 2015 represented the sixth proxy season under Dodd-Frank’s 
mandatory say-on-pay regime. Six of the Top 100 Companies have opted 
for triennial voting and thus did not hold a say-on-pay vote in 2015. 

Below 50% 50% – 60% 60% – 70% 80% – 85% 85% – 90%70% – 80% 90% – 95% More than  
95%

 § Shareholders at two Top 100 
Companies did not approve their 
2014 say-on-pay votes. One of 
these companies also failed its 
2015 vote and the second company 
received approval in excess of  
90% in 2015. 

 § Interestingly, four companies that 
received approval in excess of 85%  
in 2014 received approval rates  
below 65% in 2015. 

1
company failed to receive  
approval — its third failure  
in a row

93
companies holding a say-on-pay 
vote received approval

Say-on-Pay Approval Rates in 2015*
Of the 94 Top 100 Companies that held a say-on-pay vote in 2015,  
77% received approval rates in excess of 90% and 7% received  
approval rates below 70%. 

Fast Facts

  2013    2014    2015

94
Top 100  

Companies

Held a say-on-pay vote in 2015
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Say-on-Pay Proxy Disclosures
Dodd-Frank requires companies to disclose whether and how the prior year’s say-on-pay voting results  
were considered in making compensation decisions. Many companies went beyond this requirement.

97 56

20

96

provided CD&A disclosure as  
to whether and how the 2014  

say-on-pay vote was considered

noted that the company  
reviewed the results and elected 
not to significantly change the  

compensation program

disclosed the approval rate  
for the 2014 say-on-pay vote

noted changes made to the  
compensation program in  

response to the say-on-pay vote 

Of the Top 100 Companies:

3

provided no say-on-pay disclosures
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45

39

3

41

22

38

41

66

79

19

11

13

CD&A Executive Summaries

Year-Over-Year Compensation and Performance

Significant Changes to the Compensation and Compensation Governance Practices Made During Calendar Year 2014

Significant Changes to Calendar Year 2015 Compensation

Shareholder Engagement Efforts

2014 Say-on-Pay Results

Compensation Elements (often including the reasons for paying each element)

CEO and/or NEO Pay Mix

A Summary of Good Compensation Governance Practices (often provided through a “what we do” and “what we don’t do” chart)

Company Performance Highlights

Alternative Pay Disclosures (e.g., realized pay, realizable pay, total direct compensation or an alternate summary compensation table)

Peer Group Compensation Comparison

Summary of Compensation Philosophy

Compensation-Related Proxy Disclosures

87
Top 100 Companies included an executive summary in their CD&A highlighting  
company performance, pay-for-performance and good corporate governance  
features, down from 88 in 2014

Common Components of CD&A Executive Summaries include:
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Proxy Summaries

100

20

30

12

23 24

56

52

10

19

14 13
10

7

   Significant Changes to the Compensation Governance  
Practices Made During Calendar Year 2014

   Significant Changes to Compensation in Calendar  
Years 2014 and 2015

  Shareholder Engagement Efforts

  2014 Say-on-Pay Results

  CEO and/or NEO Pay Mix

   A Summary of Good Compensation Governance  
Practices (often provided through a “what we do”  
and “what we don’t do” chart)

  Company Performance Highlights

  An Abbreviated Summary Compensation Table

   Compensation Elements (often including the  
     reasons for paying   each element)

  Summary of the Compensation Philosophy

   Alternative Pay Disclosures (e.g., realized pay,  
          realizable pay, total direct compensation or an  
 alternate summary compensation table)

  Pay-for-Performance Analysis

  Compensation Highlights

74

Common Compensation Highlights included  
in the Proxy Summary consist of:

of the Top 100 Companies 
provided an up-front “proxy 
summary” highlighting 
key points of the entire 
proxy, including executive 
compensation disclosures

This is a 

25% 
increase 
from 59 
companies 
in 2014
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have included some 
form of alternative  
pay disclosures in  
their CD&A.

Commonly, these  
include “realized pay”  
(i.e., the amounts 
executives actually 
received), “realizable 

pay” (i.e., amounts received plus the value of  
in-the-money stock options and full-value equity 
awards), total direct compensation and alternative 
summary compensation tables. 

52
Top 100  

Companies

Of the Top 100 Companies:

24 22

48

12

24

6

   Provided total direct compensation and similar disclosure

 Provided no additional numerical disclosures

   Provided comparisons of compensation (often total 
compensation) and one or more performance metrics,  
(often total shareholder return)

   Presented “realized” pay disclosure

   Presented “realizable” pay disclosure

   Provided an Alternate Summary Compensation Table  
(generally excluding pension values)

Alternative Pay Disclosures

There has been long-standing debate on the merits 
of helpful and clear pay-for-performance disclosures. 
Despite the increasing trend to include “realizable pay,” 
“realized pay” and other alternative pay disclosures in 
proxy statements as a means of comparing pay and 
performance, no uniform practice or presentation of  
that information has emerged. 

In April 2015, the SEC proposed rules to implement 
the Dodd-Frank pay-for-performance rules. Dodd-Frank 
Section 953(a) directs the SEC to promulgate rules to 
require public companies to provide a clear description 
of any compensation required to be disclosed under 
Item 402 of Regulation S-K, including information that 
shows the relationship between executive compensation 
“actually paid” to the NEOs and the registrant’s  
financial performance, taking into account any change  
in the value of the shares of stock and dividends and  
any distributions.

The Proposed Dodd-Frank  
Pay-for-Performance Rules

The proposed pay-for-performance  
rules would require tabular  
disclosure of: 
 §  the compensation “actually paid” to the principal 
executive officer (“PEO”);

 §  an average of the compensation “actually paid”  
to the other NEOs;

 §  the corresponding “total compensation” amount 
as shown in the summary compensation table;

 §  the registrant’s total shareholder return  
(“TSR”); and

 § the registrant’s peer group’s TSR. 

In addition, disclosure of the relationship between 
compensation “actually paid” and the registrant’s 
TSR on an annual basis and the registrant’s TSR 
and the peer group TSR on an annual basis, would 
be required in a narrative or graphical format. 
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Compensation “actually paid” would be determined by 
reference to the “total compensation” measure included 
in the summary compensation table, with certain 
modifications relating to changes in actuarial pension 
value and equity awards.

Under the proposed rule, registrants are permitted  
to use the same index or peer group used for purposes 
of its “performance graph” or the peer group used for  
the purposes of benchmarking disclosures in the  
CD&A (identifying such companies). 

Registrants would be permitted, as they currently 
are with other mandated disclosures, to disclose 
other measures of financial performance as long as 
that additional disclosure is clearly identified, not 
misleading and not presented with greater prominence 
than the required disclosure.

The comment period for the proposed rules ended 
in July 2015. As of this writing, final rules have 
not been adopted; however, as the SEC received 
numerous comment letters on Section 953(a) prior 
to issuing the proposed rules, it is possible that 
final rules could be issued later this year that would 
go into effect for the 2016 proxy season.

The proposed  
rules would  
require the  
pay-for-performance  
disclosure for the  
five most recent  
fiscal years, phased 
in over three years

Supporters

of pay-for-performance disclosure hope that the 
formulaic approach prescribed by the proposed 
rule will provide useful and comparable data to 
shareholders. In cases where a registrant believes 
that the requirements risk presenting a skewed 
or misleading picture, supporters maintain that 
registrants have the flexibility to opt to supplement 
the new required disclosure.

Critics

counter that the pay-for-performance disclosure is 
overly simplistic (specifically, in its use of the single 
total shareholder return metric), could be misleading 
to investors, may lead to unintended effects on 
equity program design and exacerbates “the current 
overemphasis on short-term performance at the 
expense of long-term shareholder value creation.”
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The median employee must be identified once every three 
years, unless there has been a change in the employee 
population or compensation arrangements that the company 
reasonably believes would result in a significant change in 
the pay ratio disclosure. In all cases, the median employee’s 
total compensation must be calculated annually. 

 § Choose any day within the last three months of the 
relevant fiscal year to determine the median employee 
(the “determination date”). 

 § Include all US and non-US employees, and those of 
any consolidated subsidiaries, who are employed on the 
determination date. This includes part-time, seasonal and 
temporary employees. Statistical sampling may be used.

 § Choose any consistently applied compensation 
measure, such as information derived from tax and/or 
payroll records. However, once the median employee 
is identified, his or her total compensation must be 
calculated using the methodology for determining 
total compensation for purposes of the summary 
compensation table. 

 § Determine whether or not to make cost-of-living 
adjustments for employees in countries outside  
of the PEO’s country. 

 § Annualize compensation for permanent employees, 
but not seasonal or temporary employees. Full-time 
equivalents are not available for any employee. 

Presenting the Pay Ratio 
Companies are required to provide the following:

The median compensation may not be 
presented as a percentage of the PEO’s 
compensation. 

A ratio of the PEO’s compensation to the 
median compensation, with the median 
compensation equaling one (e.g., 50:1); or

 § The first reporting period will be a company’s first 
full fiscal year beginning on or after January 1, 2017. 
Therefore, for companies whose fiscal year 
coincides with the calendar year, the first disclosure 
will be in the annual proxy statement for the 2018 
annual meeting.

 § Smaller reporting companies, foreign private 
issuers, US-Canadian Multijurisdictional 
Disclosure System filers and emerging growth 
companies are exempt from the pay ratio rules.

 § A company with more than one PEO in a given 
year must either combine the total compensation 
of both PEOs or annualize the compensation 
for the PEO serving on the date chosen for the 
determination of the median employee.

Fast Facts

A narrative describing the multiple 
that the PEO’s compensation bears to 
the median compensation (e.g., “PEO 
compensation is 50 times the median 
compensation”). 

Identifying the Median Employee

Data Privacy Exemption

Companies may 
exclude non-US 
employees if the 
company obtains  
a letter from counsel 
that states the company 
cannot obtain the 
required information 
without violating a  
non-US jurisdiction’s 
data privacy laws. 

Exemptions for Non-US Employees

Pay Ratio Rules
On August 5, 2015, the SEC issued final rules  
implementing Section 953(b) of the Dodd-Frank Act. 

The final rules require companies to disclose: 

 § the median of the annual total compensation  
of all employees; 

 § the annual total compensation of the principal 
executive officer (“PEO”); and 

 § the ratio of these two numbers. 

De minimis Exemption

Companies may exclude non-US 
employees up to 5% of the company’s 
total employees. 

If less than 5% of the total employees 
are non-US employees, the company 
must exclude all of them if it wants to 
exclude any of them. 

If the company excludes employees 
from any country, it must exclude all 
employees from that country. 

Any employees excluded under the data 
privacy exemption are also excluded 
under the de minimis exemption.
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Proxy advisers and many 
institutional shareholders expect 
companies that receive low  
say-on-pay approval rates to engage 
with their shareholders and provide 
detailed disclosures of both the 
engagement efforts and resulting 
changes made to their compensation 
programs and governance policies. 
There was a clear correlation 
between the level of shareholder 
engagement disclosures in the 2015 
proxy statement and the company’s 
2014 say-on-pay results, with 
companies that received below  
70% approval in 2014 providing  
the most detailed disclosures  
on shareholder outreach. 

Of the Top 100 Companies:

77

disclosed their shareholder  
engagement efforts on executive 
compensation practices, up from  
62 in 2014 and 45 in 2013

This is a

71% 
increase  
since 2013

noted changes made to their 
compensation programs in response 
to shareholder engagement and  
the 2014 say-on-pay vote, down  
from 34 companies in 2014

disclosed the number of  
shareholders contacted

noted the aggregate stock 
ownership percentage 
contacted

noted that they engaged 
with the “largest” or “most 
significant” shareholders

mentioned the feedback 
received from shareholders, 
up from 31 in 2014

30

17 32 25

43

Shareholder Engagement Disclosures

Six of the eight Top 100 Companies 
that received approval ratings below 
80% in 2014 provided detailed 
disclosures regarding shareholder 
engagement and changes to the 
compensation program. In their 2015 
proxy statement these companies 
each received a greater than 80% 
say-on-pay approval rate in 2015  
(in many instances above 90%). 
With respect to the two companies 
that did not provide shareholder 
engagement disclosures in their 2015 
proxy, one failed its say-on-pay vote 
for the second year in a row and the 
other had a nearly 22% decrease in 
its say-on-pay approval rating. 

Fast Facts
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Change in Control Arrangements

What are the change in control severance benefits triggers?

Top 100 Company has 
adopted a policy prohibiting 
single-trigger change in control  
severance benefits 

1

companies have adopted a 
policy prohibiting future change 
in control severance benefits, 
existing arrangements are 
grandfathered 

Top 100 Company eliminated 
its change in control severance 
benefits beginning in calendar 
year 2015

46
Top 100 Companies 
provide enhanced 
change in control  
severance benefits  
to one or more NEOs 

45 1 0

Top 100 Companies require both a change 
in control and the NEO’s termination of 
employment (“double trigger”)

company permits the NEO to voluntarily 
resign during the 30-day period following 
the first anniversary of the change in 
control and receive severance benefits 
(“walkaway right”). This walkaway right has 
been eliminated for future agreements 

Top 100 Companies provide for  
payments solely upon a change in  
control (“single trigger”) without the  
need for a termination, down from  
two companies in 2014

Which NEOs receive severance benefits?

37
All NEOs 

CEO

7

CFO

3

Other NEOs

5

Severance Benefits

1 2
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Equity Change in Control Vesting Provisions*

* Data is based on the provisions applicable to the most recent equity grants. In many instances,  
the vesting provisions differ for older awards.

2

11

5

82

   Provide for accelerated vesting of 
some or all of their equity awards in 
connection with a change in control 

   Do not maintain equity change in 
control vesting provisions

   Accelerated vesting is discretionary

   No disclosure provided

How are the change in control severance benefits documented?*

*   Two Top 100 Companies document their change in control severance benefits in both a senior executive 
plan and individual agreements, depending on the executive.

21 24
3

Senior Executive Plan Broad-Based Plan Individual Agreements

2

11
Of the Top 100 Companies:

Top 100 Companies have 
adopted policies prohibiting 
accelerated vesting upon a 
change in control, other than 
pro rata vesting up to the date  
of the transaction or termination.  
In 2015, shareholders at  
12 companies proposed that  
a similar policy be adopted. 
None of these proposals  
were approved. 

companies have modified their 
equity change in control policies 
beginning in calendar 2015. 
In most instances the changes 
adopt a double trigger or single 
trigger unless assumed by the 
acquiring company.

Fast Facts
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What are the time-vested equity award triggers?*

Equity Change in Control (continued) 

Time-Vested Equity Awards

Single Trigger, Unless 
Successor or Surviving  
Entity Assumes the Award

Twenty-two of these companies 
provide that the awards will  
vest if the employee is 
terminated within a specified 
period following the change 
in control. The relevant time 
periods are as follows:

‡ Two Top 100 Companies will also accelerate 
vesting if the executive is terminated six 
months prior to the change in control.

*One Top 100 Company does not grant time-vested equity awards. 
** Two Top 100 Companies provided for both single and double trigger vesting in 2015 

depending on the award. In 2014, three companies varied the trigger by award. 

What portion of the time-vested equity award will vest?

4443

12

20

27
24

Double Trigger** Single Trigger**

2

1 year

1

3 years

3

Not  
Specified

16‡

2 years

2014 2014 20142015 2015 2015 

40%  

decrease 

Not Specified

Pro Rata Vesting Based  
on Years of Service

78
Full Vesting

2

1

Shearman & Sterling LLP
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16

13

1

18

35

Double Trigger*

Single Trigger*

Forfeited, Unless Successor or Surviving Entity Assumes the Award

No Acceleration/Not Specified/No Performance-Based Awards

Single Trigger, Unless Successor or Surviving Entity Assumes  
the Award

Depending on the performance criteria and the  
acquirer’s integration strategy, it is often not  
possible to continue performance-based equity  
awards following a change in control. In addition  
to electing between single-trigger and double-trigger 
vesting, companies must determine how to treat  
the performance criteria applicable to these awards  
at the time of the transaction. Provisions can vary 
significantly from company to company and  
among grants at the same company. 

What are the performance-based equity  
award triggers?

Performance-Based Equity Awards

What portion of the performance-based equity  
award will vest?

   Full Vesting**

   Pro Rata Vesting Based  
on Years of Service**

   Not Specified

   Other

** At two Top 100 Companies the portion of the award that vests differs based  
on when the employee is terminated or the change in control occurs.

How are performance-based equity awards valued?

Thirteen of these companies provide that the awards 
will vest if the employee is terminated within a  
specified period following the change in control.  
The relevant time periods are as follows:

‡   One Top 100 Company will also accelerate vesting if the executive  
is terminated six months prior to the change in control.

11
2 years‡  

1
3 years

1
Not Specified

* One Top 100 Company provides for both single and double trigger vesting 
depending on the award. 

2

34

6 46

14

3

   Target Performance

  Maximum Performance

   Actual Performance

   Combination of Target Performance 
and Actual Performance (Based on 
Closing Date)

   Greater of Actual Performance  
and Target Performance

  Not Specified

  Other

17

1

50

3
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Change in Control Excise Tax Provisions

Description of Golden Parachute  
Provisions under the Code
Section 4999 of the Internal Revenue Code (“Code”) 
imposes a 20% excise tax on the amount of any “excess 
parachute payments” received by certain executives, 
and Section 280G of the Code disallows an employer 
deduction for those payments. Any gross-up payment 
made in connection with the excise tax will also be 
subject to the excise tax and will be non-deductible.  
If the aggregate present value of all parachute  
payments paid to an executive (including cash  
and accelerated equity awards) equals or exceeds  
three times the executive’s base amount, then the 
executive will be considered to have received an excess  
parachute payment. 

Excess Parachute Payment
Code Sections 280G and 4999 are triggered if all 
parachute payments equal or exceed three times the 
executive’s base amount. The amount of the excess 
parachute payment that is not deductible under  
Section 280G and subject to the excise tax under  
Section 4999 is any payment in excess of one times  
the executive’s base amount.

Base Amount
An executive’s base amount is the average of his or her 
compensation from the employer that was includible in 
his or her gross income for the most recent five calendar 
years ended prior to the year in which the change in 
control occurs. 

18

9

“Better-Of” Provisions
Under a “better-of” provision, employees will receive 
change in control payments equal to the greater of  
(1) the after-tax amount they would have received after  
the imposition of the Section 4999 excise tax and  
(2) the “cut-back” amount (i.e., the safe harbor).

of the Top 100 Companies maintain  
a “cut-back” provision, up from  
six companies in 2014 

of the Top 100 Companies maintain  
a “better-of” provision, up from  
12 companies in 2014 

“Cut-Back” Provisions
Under a “cut-back” provision, the change in control 
payments are automatically reduced to the safe harbor 
amount (or, in many instances, 2.99 times the base 
amount) so that no excise tax applies. 

Safe Harbor
The safe harbor is three times the executive’s base 
amount, less one dollar. Many companies use a  
2.99 multiple in making their calculations to avoid  
an inadvertent trigger. 

Excise Tax Reduction Provisions
Companies are increasingly adopting measures to protect 
executives from the excise tax without providing tax 
gross-ups. The two most common measures include  
a “cut-back” provision and a “better-of” provision.
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Golden Parachute Excise Tax Gross-Ups
For the fourth year in a row, there has been a significant decrease in the 
number of companies providing some level of “golden parachute” excise  
tax gross-up protection.

Two companies have  
adopted a policy to eliminate 
all gross-ups beginning in 
calendar year 2015 or 2016. 

Full Gross-Ups 
As a further sign of the decline in the use of gross-ups, in each case, the 
full gross-up is grandfathered for existing arrangements and is eliminated 
for new arrangements. In 2014, four companies had a current practice of 
providing full gross-ups. 

Companies Companies

4 9

2014 2015

Modified Gross-Up
Under a modified gross-up, payment is only made if the change in control 
payments exceed a specified amount over the safe harbor. For instance, a 
company may provide that it will only pay a gross-up if the aggregate amount of 
the change in control payments exceeds the safe harbor amount, generally, by 
10% or more. At some companies, if the change in control payments are below 
this percentage, they will be cut back to the safe harbor amount. Each of the  
Top 100 Companies that maintains a “modified” gross-up provides for a cutback.

As was the case in 2014, three companies provide the modified gross-up under 
existing arrangements only and the gross-up is eliminated for new arrangements. 

Companies

2014

4
Companies

2015

4

Who is subject to the full gross-up?

Full Gross-Up Modified Gross-Up

1

5

3 3

01
2 2

  All NEOs

  CEO

  CFO

  Other NEO

  All NEOs

  CEO

  CFO

  Other NEO

Top 100 Companies provide a full or modified gross-up to  
one or more of their NEOs. This is a 28% decrease since 2014.13
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Severance Arrangements

provide severance benefits 
to one or more of their NEOs

of these 61 companies provide 
severance benefits through 
individual agreements*

* Includes three companies where agreements  
expired by their terms.

The executives that are party to the individual agreements  
are as follows: 

34

15 12

14 9 12

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

All NEOs

At least one NEO (but not all)

   CEO

   CFO

  Other NEOs

of the Top 100 Companies 
amended or entered into  
employment agreements with  
one or more NEOs in calendar 
years 2014 or 2015*

17

of the Top 100 Companies  
have adopted policies capping 
the severance multiple paid 
to NEOs without shareholder 
approval. In all but two instances, 
the severance is limited to 2.99 
times the NEO’s base salary and 
annual bonus. In two instances, 
the multiple is two. One 2015 
shareholder proposal requested 
that the company adopt a policy 
capping severance. This proposal 
was not approved.

61
Top 100  

Companies

2
of the Top 100 Companies  
expressly prohibit employment 
agreements. Many others note 
that while they do not provide 
employment agreements to their 
executives, they do not expressly 
prohibit employment agreements
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of these 61 companies provide  
severance benefits through  
a stand-alone severance plan  
or arrangement*

* Sixteen companies provide benefits through both individual agreements and a stand-alone severance plan, 
depending on the executive and/or the type of termination. At 15 companies, the severance plans  
are broad-based and are not limited to senior executives. 

The executives that participate in the severance arrangements  
are as follows:

1

42

33

1 5 9

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

All NEOs

At least one NEO (but not all)

   CEO

   CFO

  Other NEOs

company has frozen its severance 
plan to future participants. All 
current NEOs remain eligible to 
receive severance benefits under 
the plan 

3

Treatment of Equity in 
Connection with a  
Termination of Employment
The treatment of equity awards 
varies significantly by company 
based on the type of award, 
the reason for termination and 
applicable employee. Few Top 100 
Companies provide for immediate 
and full accelerated vesting of 
equity awards. The most common 
treatments for time-based awards 
(e.g., stock options and restricted 
stock awards) are (1) continued 
vesting over a specified period 
generally subject to compliance 
with restrictive covenants and  
(2) forfeiture of unvested awards. 
In many instances, performance-
based awards vest on a pro rata 
basis based on the period of 
service and actual performance. 

companies modified their  
severance plan in calendar 2015 
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Compensation-Related Shareholder Proposals

The most common proposal in 
2014 related to limitations on 
equity change in control vesting, 
with shareholders at 12 Top 100 
Companies requesting the  
adoption of such a policy in 2015, 
compared to seven companies  
in 2014.

* Three compensation-related shareholder proposals were withdrawn prior to the annual meeting. One related to each  
of (1) share retention requirements, (2) limitations on change in control equity vesting and (3) prohibiting gross-ups. 

  Diversity Reports

  Incentive Compensation

  Government Service Golden Parachute

  Share Retention Requirements*

  Clawback Policies

  Limitations on Change in Control Equity Vesting*

  Other*

This is a 

27% 
increase 
from 2014

 § Seven Top 100 Companies 
received two compensation-
related shareholder proposals 
and one company received  
three proposals. 

 § While the number of 
shareholder proposals increased 
by 27% in 2015 (up from 30 
proposals in 2014), many of 
the 2015 proposals were either 
company-specific (Incentive 
Compensation and certain  
of the Other Proposals)  
or industry-specific 
(Government Service  
Golden Parachute Proposals).

38
shareholder proposals  
were submitted at 29 of  
the Top 100 Companies  
in the 2015 proxy season

None
of the 2015 compensation-related  
proposals were approved

3
4

2

5 5

12

7

This represents a

62% 
reduction from the  
13 companies that 
received share retention 
proposals in 2014   

Fast Facts
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Request that the company prepare 
and disclose reports on gender 
diversity in its workforce. One 
company also requests disclosure  
on the company’s policies and goals 
to reduce the gender pay gap.

Includes: (1) using multiple 
weighted metrics that correctly 
reflect both individual and 
business accomplishments over 
an established multi-year period 
in setting performance measures 

for top executives, (2) requiring shareholder approval of 
quantifiable performance metrics, numerical formulas 
and payout schedules for at least a majority of awards  
to the named executive officers and (3) eliminating the 
use of certain performance metrics.

Request that the Company prepare 
a report to shareholders regarding 
the vesting of equity-based awards 
for senior executives due to voluntary 
resignation to enter governmental 
service. This proposal was aimed 
only at financial services companies. 

Request that the company adopt a 
policy requiring senior executives to 
retain 75% of the net after-tax shares 
underlying equity awards until 
normal retirement (generally, age 
60). These proposals were coupled 

with a request to limit an executive’s ability to engage  
in certain hedging activities with respect to the shares 
held pursuant to share retention requirements. 

Request that the company adopt a 
policy requiring annual disclosure 
of any recoupment or forfeiture 
of executive officer compensation 
and the circumstances resulting 
in the recoupment or forfeiture. 

Certain proposals also request disclosure of the decision 
not to pursue recoupment. Three of these proposals 
also request the adoption of an enhanced policy that 
would permit recoupment if there has been misconduct 
resulting in a violation of law or company policy that 
causes significant financial or reputational harm to the 
company and a senior executive either committed the 
misconduct or failed in his or her responsibility  
to manage or monitor conduct or risks. 

Request that the company adopt 
a policy that would prohibit 
accelerated vesting of equity awards 
upon a termination or change in 
control, allowing pro rata vesting  
for time served. 

There are various other 
compensation-related shareholder 
proposals, including prohibiting 
hedging and pledging of equity 
award shares, requiring shareholder 
approval of future severance 
arrangements in excess of 2.99 
times compensation and eliminating 
tax gross-ups.

Share  
Retention  
Requirements

Incentive 
Compensation

Clawback  
Policies 

Government 
Service Golden 
Parachutes

Other

Limitations 
on Change in 
Control Equity 
Vesting 

Types of Compensation-Related Shareholder Proposals

Diversity  
Reports
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Are executives and directors in compliance with the guidelines? 

Ninety percent of the companies that 
maintain executive stock ownership 
guidelines (84 companies) and 64% of the 
companies that maintain director stock 
ownership guidelines (56 companies) 
disclose that all executives and directors  
were in compliance with the guidelines  
or on their way to compliance within the 
required time period. 

Stock Ownership Guidelines

Both Director and  
Executive Stock  
Ownership Guidelines

Ninety-five of the Top 100 Companies maintain stock ownership  
guidelines for their directors and executives, a slight increase from  
the 92 companies in 2014.

Which executives are subject to 
the stock ownership guidelines? 

86

7 Executive Stock Ownership 
Guidelines Only

Director Stock Ownership 
Guidelines Only

2

   NEOs Only

  All Executive Officers

  Senior Employees

  All Officers

2

27

55

9
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Executive Stock Ownership Guidelines

At the 93 Top 100 Companies that maintain executive stock  
ownership guidelines, the guidelines are expressed as:*

CEO and Executive Chair Base Salary Multiples**

** The base salary multiples vary widely based on position. At one Top 100 Company, there are different 
multiples applicable to the CEO and the Executive Chair.

 ‡ Two Top 100 Companies do not specify the Other NEO multiple. At one company, the base salary  
multiple is not applicable to the other NEOs.

companies modified their executive 
stock ownership guidelines beginning 
in calendar year 2015 

3

Top 100 Company has announced 
the adoption of executive stock 
ownership guidelines beginning  
in calendar year 2015

Other NEO Base Salary Multiples‡

3x 5x 6x 7x 8x 10x 12x 15x 1x - 
2.5x

3x 4x 5x 6x 9x - 
12x

20

37

1
6

9

6
1

2

50

27

14

10

5
3

9

   Multiple of Base Salary

  Specific Number of Shares

    Lesser of Multiple of Base Salary 
and a Specific Number of Shares

  Other

  No Policy

79

9

3
4

7

* Two Top 100 Companies set different types   
of ownership requirements depending on   
the executive’s position.

1
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Director Stock Ownership Guidelines

*          At two of the three Top 100 Companies where stock ownership guidelines are expressed as a multiple  
of the equity retainer, the multiples were five. The remaining company used a multiple of 1.5.

Director Annual Cash Retainer Multiples

At the 63 Top 100 Companies where  
directors are required to hold shares  
with a value equal to a multiple  
of their annual cash retainer, the  
multiples range from three to seven  
times the annual retainer.

   Multiple of Annual Cash Retainer

  Specific Number of Shares

  Specific Dollar Value

  Multiple of Equity Retainer*

   Lesser of Multiple of Annual 
Retainer/Compensation or a 
Specific Number of Shares 

  Multiple of Annual Compensation

  Other

  No Policy

4510 4 4

3x

4x 6x - 7x

5x

9

8

57

3

6

12

3
2 Of the Top 100 Companies

have modified their 
director stock ownership 
guidelines in calendar 
year 2015

At the 88 Top 100 Companies that maintain director stock ownership 
guidelines, the guidelines are expressed as:

3
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Years to Satisfy Stock Ownership Guidelines 

Executives 

Of the 93 Top 100 Companies that maintain executive 
stock ownership guidelines, 63 specify the number  
of years the executive has to meet the requirements:

Directors

Of the 88 Top 100 Companies that maintain director 
stock ownership guidelines, 79 specify the number  
of years the director has to meet the requirements:

3 Years1 Year 4 Years 5 Years 6 Years Not 
Specified

companies require executives to meet interim  
ownership requirements9

5

4

companies require directors to meet interim  
ownership requirements  

at four companies, the applicable timeline is  
shortened if an executive’s ownership requirements 
increase in connection with a change in position 

1 1 1
3

57

30

71
3

2

66

9
1 1 1

3

57

30

71
3

2

66

9

3 Years1 Year 4 Years 5 Years 6 Years Not 
Specified
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4

2

3

1

Vested Full Value  
Awards or Deferred  
Shares or Units

51 401(k) or Other 
Plan Shares44 Immediate Family  

or Estate Planning  
Vehicle Shares

40

Unvested Full  
Value Awards39 Vested  

Options8 Performance  
Awards10

Which Equity Interests Count?

Of the 93 Top 100 Companies that maintain executive stock ownership guidelines, 76% (71 companies) disclose which 
shares are counted toward meeting the guidelines. The following categories represent the most commonly counted and, 
where applicable, the percentage of any award counted:

Executives

Which Equity Interests  
Do Not Count?

Of the 93 Top 100 Companies 
that maintain executive stock 
ownership guidelines, 54%  
(50 companies) specify which 
shares are not counted towards 
meeting the guidelines:

5

10

19

17

35

23

4

9

7

3

2
1

   Options

   Unvested Options

  Unvested Full Value Awards

   Performance Awards  
(generally unearned)

   Pledge Shares

  Other

   Entire Award

   Net-After  
Tax Shares 

  50%

  66%

     Not Specified

   Vested  
Portion Only

   Target Number 
of Shares

  Other

  Not Specified

  50%

  100%

   Net-After  
Tax Shares

  60% of Spread

   After Tax in-the-
Money Value

  Intrinsic Value

3

11

1

1

13
2

4

1
29
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1

1

117
2

Vested Full Value  
Awards or Deferred  
Shares or Units

53

Unvested Full  
Value Awards19

401(k) or Other  
Plan Shares16 Immediate Family  

or Estate Planning  
Vehicle Shares

21

Vested  
Options3 Performance  

Awards1

Which Equity Interests Count?

Of the 88 Top 100 Companies that maintain director stock ownership guidelines, 69% (61 companies) disclose  
which shares are counted. The following categories represent the most commonly counted and, where applicable,  
the percentage of any awards counted:

Directors

Which Equity Interests  
Do Not Count? 

Of the 88 Top 100 Companies 
that maintain director stock 
ownership guidelines, 28%  
(24 companies) specify which 
shares are not counted towards 
meeting the guidelines:

5

10

19

17

35

23

4

9

7

3

2
1

   Options

   Unvested Options

  Unvested Full Value Awards

   Performance Awards  
(generally unearned)

   Pledge Shares

  Other

  Entire Award

  50% of Underlying Shares

  60% of Spread

   100%

  Not Specified
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Stock Retention Requirements

Fast Facts

§§ One§Top§100§Company§requires§
executives§to§retain§75%§of§their§
equity§holdings§calculated§as§of§
the§beginning§of§the§year.

§§ One§company§requires§50%§§
of§equity§award§shares§to§§
be§retained§for§five§years§
following§grant§even§if§beyond§
the§executive’s§termination§or§
retirement.§Another§company§
has§a§similar§requirement§§
that§extends§for§10§years§
following§grant.§

Unlike§stock§ownership§guidelines,§which§require§executives§and§directors§§
to§hold§a§specified§number§of§shares§during§their§tenure,§stock§retention§
requirements§direct§executives§and§directors§to§retain§all§or§a§portion§of§the§shares§
acquired§from§awards§of§equity-based§compensation§for§a§specified§time§period.§

67 Top 100 Companies maintain stock retention requirements:

Executive Stock Retention Requirements
Sixty-three§companies§maintain§executive§stock§retention§requirements,§§
representing§a§19%§increase§since§2014.

Executive Stock 
Retention 
Requirements Only

Both Director 
and Executive 
Stock Retention 
Requirements

Director Stock 
Retention 
Requirements Only 

3

13

9

38

All Executive Officers

NEOs Only

Senior Executives

Other

37

4

26

Who is subject to the retention requirements?
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3

4

27

11

22

3

4

3

2

7

Vested Full-Value Awards

All Equity Awards 

100% of Net Shares

75% of Net Shares

50% of Net Shares 

25% of Net Shares

Shares Subject to the Stock Ownership Guidelines 

All Shares 

50% of Shares Owned

Other

11

7

3

7

49‡

5

Length of Executive Stock 
Retention Period**

At 14 Top 100 Companies, the stock 
retention requirements may extend  
beyond an executive’s retirement  
or termination of employment 

Shares Subject to Executive Stock  
Retention Requirements*

 *     At 22 Top 100 Companies, the number of shares subject to the executive  
stock retention guidelines varies by position or type of retention requirement. 
One company does not specify the shares subject to the stock  
retention requirements.

** At 14 companies, the retention period varies by position or type of  
 retention requirement.

 ‡ At two companies, until the stock ownership guidelines are satisfied, the 
executives are required to hold a specified percentage of net shares for  
one year. At one company, shares must be held for one year following the  
date the executive satisfies the stock ownership requirement.

14

 1 Year Following Exercise/Settlement

   Retirement/Termination

   6 Months Following Retirement/Termination

  1 Year Following Retirement/Termination

   Until Stock Ownership Guidelines Are Satisfied 

  Other
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Director Stock Retention Requirements
Thirty§Top§100§Companies§maintain§director§stock§retention§requirements,§the§same§as§in§2014.

 * Four Top 100 Companies have multiple director stock  
retention requirements.

** At four Top 100 Companies, the retention period varies  
by type of retention requirement.

Shares Subject to the Director Stock  
Retention Requirements*

All Equity Awards 

100% of Net Shares

75% of Net Shares

50% of Net Shares 

Shares Subject to the Stock Ownership Guidelines 

Other

All Shares

11

8

2

5

2

2

4

Length of Director Stock Retention Period**

3

11

1
2

16

1

 1 Year Following Grant, Vesting or Exercise 

  3 Years Following Grant and 2 Years Following Settlement

   Retirement/Termination

   6 Months Following Retirement/Termination

  1 Year Following Retirement/Termination

   Until Stock Ownership Guidelines Are Satisfied 

Two Top 100 Companies provide that equity award 
shares must be held until retirement if the director  
is not in compliance with the stock ownership  
guidelines at the time of grant. 

Top 100 Companies grant deferred 
stock units as a component of director 
compensation. Deferred stock units serve 
as an additional retention requirement.

42
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Who is subject to the pledging policy?*

Pledging Policies

8
companies provide a financial 
capacity exemption to the 
pledging policies that would 
allow the individual to pledge 
shares if he or she can 
demonstrate the ability to repay 
the loan without requiring the 
sale of the shares 

13
companies disclose that none 
of the directors or executive 
officers has an outstanding 
pledge. Five companies disclose 
outstanding pledges by directors 
and executive officers 

11
companies limit the shares 
subject to the pledging policy; 
for example, only shares 
subject to the stock ownership 
guidelines or shares subject to 
vesting or transfer restrictions 

2
companies limit pledging 
restrictions to margin loans

 *   At two companies, immediate family members and other related persons  
are also subject to the pledging policy.

**Two Top 100 Companies vary the policy based on the type of pledge.

What are the terms of the pledging policy?**

65 16 1
Both Directors 
and Employees

Employees Only Directors Only

   All Employees (or all equity plan participants)

   All Executive Officers

  Senior Employees

  Individuals Subject to Insider Trading Policy

   NEOs

   Not Specified

47

8

20

2 22

maintain pledging policies,  
up from 71 in 2014 and  
52 in 2013. This is a 16%  
increase since 2014 and a 
58% increase since 2013.

Which employees are subject to  
the pledging policy?

10
Require Approval

74
Outright Prohibition

82
Top 100  

Companies

Fast Facts
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Who is subject to the hedging policy? 

The SEC’s proposed disclosure rules apply with respect to all employees, 
officers and directors (including their designees). Hedging policies at the  
Top 100 Companies vary as to the covered persons. Certain Top 100 
Companies, particularly in the financial services industry, will vary the  
policy based on position with stricter requirements in place for directors  
and executive officers.

Hedging Policies

In February 2015,  
the SEC proposed  
long-awaited equity 

hedging disclosure rules under 
the Dodd-Frank Act. The proposed 
rules would require issuers to 
disclose whether any employee, 
officer or director is permitted to 
purchase financial instruments or 
otherwise engage in transactions 
that are designed to hedge 
or offset any decrease in the 
market value of equity securities 
(1) granted to the employee or 
director as compensation, or  
(2) held directly or indirectly  
by the employee or director. 

What are the terms of the hedging policy? 

The proposed rules would not require an issuer to prohibit hedging 
transactions or to otherwise adopt a policy addressing hedging. Moreover,  
the proposed rules do not require disclosure of actual hedging activities. 

76 21 1
Both Directors 
and Employees

Employees Only Directors Only

39

5

40

9
43 1

   All Employees (or all equity plan participants)

   All Executive Officers

  NEOs Only

  Key Senior Employees

   Individuals Subject to Insider Trading Policy

   Related Persons

   Not Specified

At one Top 100 Company, the 
hedging prohibition continues 
to apply to equity award 
shares for one year following 
termination or retirement. 

maintain hedging policies,  
a slight increase from  
95 companies in 2014

Which employees are subject to  
the hedging policy?

2
Top 100 Companies 
Require Approval of 
Hedging Transactions

96
Top 100 Companies 
Prohibit Hedging  
Outright

98
Top 100  

Companies
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Which types of hedging transactions are covered? 

The proposed rules refer to “the purchase of financial 
instruments intended to offset decreases in the 
market value of equity securities (such as prepaid 
variable forward contracts, equity swaps, collars and 
exchange funds) and any transactions with comparable 
economic consequences.” Thus, all policies relating 

   Options (Including Puts and Calls)

   Variable Forward Contracts

  Exchange Funds

  Short Sales

   Equity Swaps

   Collars

   Straddles

Which shares are subject to the policy?

The SEC’s proposed rules apply to both shares granted 
to the director or employee as compensation and other 
shares held directly or indirectly. While a significant 
majority of the Top 100 Companies do not disclose 
limitations on the shares subject to the policy,  
one company limits its policy to equity award shares, 

24

51

9

18

56

21

7

to transactions that establish downside protection —
whether by purchasing or selling a security or derivative 
security or otherwise — must be disclosed. Given this 
broad definition, under the proposed rules an issuer 
must disclose both the categories of transactions it 
prohibits, as well as which categories it permits. 

Many Top 100 Companies do not make their hedging 
policies public, and the level of disclosure regarding 
the policies varies significantly. While many companies 
simply prohibit “hedging” or the sale or purchase of 
“any financial instrument designed to hedge or offset 
the decrease in the company’s equity securities,” others 
will specify the types of covered transactions. Common 
prohibited transactions include:

and other companies, particularly in the financial 
services industry, provide that although employees are 
prohibited from hedging equity award shares, only 
directors and certain senior employees (such as NEOs 
or executive officers) are prohibited from hedging all 
shares owned directly or indirectly. 
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Relationship of Compensation and Risk

Under SEC rules, companies must 
disclose the relationship between 
the compensation practices that are 
applicable to all employees — not 
only those applicable to the NEOs —
and the company’s risk management 
philosophy if the risks arising 
from the company’s compensation 
programs are “reasonably likely to 
have a material adverse effect” on  
the company. 

The risk assessment policies obligate 
either the company’s compensation 
committee, a group of employees 
reporting to the compensation 
committee (e.g., human resources, 
risk and legal officers) or an outside 
compensation consultant to review  
and assess the risks posed by the 
company’s compensation practices  
and programs and mandate the 
frequency of that assessment.

   Seventy-five affirmatively stated that 
risks arising from compensation policies 
and practices are not reasonably likely  
to have a material adverse effect on  
the company

  Twenty-two provided compensation-
related risk disclosure, but did not 
provide an affirmative statement.  
A majority of these companies noted 
that their programs do not encourage 
excessive or inappropriate risk-taking

  Three did not provide compensation-
related risk disclosures

Six companies describe the risk policy  
in their proxy but do not disclose  
where the policy is documented

One company describes the risk  
policy in its Corporate Governance 
Guidelines

Seventy-five Top 100 Companies 
document the policy in their 
compensation committee charter

75

22

3

75

1

6

Of the Top 100 Companies:

None of the Top 100 Companies concluded that compensation- 
related risks are reasonably likely to have a material adverse  
effect on the company. 

Risk Assessment Policies

82
Top 100 Companies disclosed that 
they have mandated an annual 
compensation risk assessment, 
compared to 79 in 2014 
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46

52

52

55

73

41

18

17

9

7

6

5

5

Executive Perks

Who is entitled to personal use of  
corporate aircraft?

Ninety-five Top 100 Companies provide executive perks.  
Personal use of corporate aircraft continues to be the 
most commonly offered perk.  

Personal Use of Aircraft

Financial Planning/Tax Preparation

Automobile/Parking/Car and Driver

Home or Personal Security

Supplemental Life or Disability Insurance

Executive Physical

Matching Charitable Contributions

Tickets to Sporting or Entertainment Events

Enhanced Products or Services

Perk Allowance

Personal Use of Club Memberships

Home Office and Technology Services

Legal Fees

All NEOs CEO CFO Other NEO

36
39

2

7

At 24 companies, the executives are required to 
reimburse the company for all or a portion of 
their personal aircraft usage 

Certain companies note that aircraft usage is  
permitted but no executive officers actually 
used the aircraft in 2015 

In many instances, personal usage is limited to 
availability and requires approval by the CEO 

One Top 100 Company eliminated the personal 
use of corporate aircraft for its chairman 
beginning in calendar year 2015 

Top 100 Companies disclosed that  
they provide tax gross-ups on some  
or on all perks provided to executives, 
compared to 10 in 2014

8
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Compensation Committee Advisors 

Compensation Committee Consultants

Common Independence Disclosures include:

Management Advisors

Independent  
Legal Counsel

Compensation Consultant Independence Assessment
Eighty-three of the 92 Top 100 Companies that retained a compensation  
consultant affirmatively state that the consultant is independent.

3

6

6

57

79

   Consulting Firm Provides Services Only to the Compensation Committee

   Compensation Consultant Deemed Independent After Consideration of the  
SEC/NASDAQ/NYSE Factors 

  An Affiliate of the Consulting Firm Provides Other Services to the Company

   Individual Consultant Provides No Other Services to the Company  
or Its Affiliates

   Consulting Firm Provides Both Director/Executive Compensation Services  
to the Compensation Committee and Other Services to the Company

Top 100 Companies  
disclosed that management  
retained a separate  
compensation consultant

17

4

4

companies provided 
independence disclosures  
for management’s  
compensation consultant

   Ninety-two Top 100 Companies 
disclosed that the compensation 
committee has retained a compensation 
consultant, the same as in 2014

   Six companies affirmatively stated that 
they did not retain a compensation 
consultant, the same as in 2014  

  Two companies provided no   
 compensation consultant disclosures  

companies provided  
conflicts of interest  
disclosures for management’s 
compensation consultant

7
companies disclosed that  
the compensation committee 
retained independent legal 
counsel, up from 3 in 2014

92

2
6
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Seven of the Top 100 Companies  
mandate an annual conflicts 
review in their compensation 
committee charter.

Compensation Consultant Independence Policies

Terms of the consultant independence policies at the Top 100  

 § Twenty-four require a periodic independence review by the compensation 
committee. Fourteen of these companies require an annual review,  
three require a review at the time the consultant is selected and seven  
do not specify the frequency of the review. 

 § Fourteen companies prohibit the consultant and its affiliates from 
providing any other services to the company. 

 § Nine companies require pre-approval (by the compensation committee  
or the committee chair) of services other than compensation services 
provided to the board. 

 § Four of the companies provide that a consultant (or firm) will not be 
deemed independent if it receives fees for other services in excess of  
a specified amount (generally, $120,000) or a percentage of the firm’s  
gross revenues (generally 1–2%).

Adviser Independence  
Requirements
The revised listing standards for  
the New York Stock Exchange  
and the NASDAQ Stock Market 
under Dodd-Frank require listed 
companies to consider  
six independence factors before  
selecting a compensation  
consultant, legal counsel or other 
adviser. Ninety-two Top 100  
Companies specifically include this 
mandate in their compensation 
committee charter. Interestingly, 
as the number of companies that 
address these requirements in 
their charter has increased, the 
number of companies that maintain 
separate consultant independence 
policies has decreased.

Compensation Consultant  
Conflicts Disclosure
Pursuant to the SEC’s final rules 
under Dodd-Frank, a company  
must disclose whether the work  
of its compensation consultant  
raised any conflicts of interest  
and, if so, the nature of the conflict 
and how it is being addressed.  
None of the Top 100 Companies 
disclosed a conflict. 

Of the Top 100 Companies: 

Made an affirmative statement  
of no conflicts

7674

20142015

8
do not address the NYSE or 
NASDAQ requirements in 
their compensation committee 
charter, down from 10 in 2014 

15
restate the NYSE or NASDAQ 
requirements in their 
rompensation committee  
charter, down from 26 in 2014

77
reference the NYSE or  
NASDAQ requirements in  
their compensation committee 
charter, up from 64 in 2014 

Top 100 Companies disclosed that they maintain  
a compensation consultant independence policy,  
down from 48 in 2014

33
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Director Compensation

Overall Director  
Compensation 
Director compensation continues to 
be composed of a mix of cash, equity 
and perquisites. The 2015 results 
reflect that the compensation mix 
has been relatively stable over the  
last several years.

98

98

98

48

43

43

42

41

43

21

17

19

15

13

13

94

96

96

73

76

75

30

22

18

Annual Cash Retainers

Deferred Stock Units*

Restricted Stock or Units

Non-Restricted Stock or Units

Stock Options or SARs

Committee or Committee Chair Retainers

Perquisites and Benefits

Meeting Attendance Fees

* Deferred Stock Units are vested stock units that are not paid until the director ceases to serve on the board. 

  2013    2014    2015
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Director Equity Compensation
Ninety-nine of the Top 100 Companies grant equity compensation to their 
directors. The equity mix has remained fairly constant over the past few years. 

Types of Director Equity Compensation

43 4313 192015

41 4314
172014

Restricted  
Stock or Units:

Stock 
Options:

Non-Restricted 
Stock or Units:

Deferred  
Stock Units:

What are the deferred stock unit 
deferral periods?

Deferred stock units are vested  
stock units that are not settled  
until a later date. At the  
43 Top 100 Companies that grant 
director deferred stock units,  
the deferral periods are as follows:

* One company varies the deferral period for initial and annual awards.  
** Time period varies up to one year following termination.

   Retirement or Termination* 

   A Specific Number of Years

   Year Following Termination**

   Earlier of Five Years after Grant and  
Termination/Resignation

   Other 2 2

8

27

5

The dollar value of director  
equity awards increased at  
24 Top 100 Companies and 
decreased at one company.  
The increases ranged from 
$5,000 to $70,000.

companies announced changes 
to their director equity awards  
in calendar year 2015 

22

88

3

7

1

6

24

Companies vary how they  
determine the size of director 
equity awards:

Top 100 Companies permit  
directors to select the form  
in which their equity grants  
are made 

Top 100 Companies use  
a specified dollar value

companies grant awards  
over a fixed number  
of shares

company uses both a 
dollar value and a fixed 
number of shares

companies grant  
discretionary  
equity awards 
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18

22

87

86

77

79

13

14

44

48

5

4

9

11

3

5

0

9

35

36

Board Committee and  
Committee Chair Retainers
Ninety-six of the Top 100 Companies 
pay committee retainers to members 
and/or chairs of some or all of the 
board committees, the same as 2014. 

*Data not collected prior to 2015. 

  2014    2015

All Members of Each Committee

Audit Committee Chair Only or Audit Committee Chair Received Higher Retainer

All Committee Chairs

Compensation Committee Members Only or Compensation Committee  
Members Received Higher Retainer

Audit Committee Members Only or Audit Committee Members Received  
Higher Retainer

Compensation Committee Chair Only or Compensation Committee Chair  
Received Higher Retainer

Nominating/Governance Committee Members Only or Nominating/Governance 
Committee Members Received Higher Retainer

Nominating/Governance Committee Chair Only or Nominating/Governance  
Committee Chair Received Higher Retainer

Risk Committee Members Only or Risk Committee Members Received Higher Retainer

Risk Committee Chair Only or Risk Committee Chair Received a Higher Retainer*

Top 100 Companies provide  
committee member retainers

45

companies pay all or a portion  
of the committee fees in equity

8

companies provide a committee 
retainer only if the director serves 
on multiple committees

2

companies modified their  
committee retainers in 2015  
and 11 will do so on a  
going-forward basis 

22

94 
companies provide committee 
chair retainers
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Lead Director Retainers
Seventy-three Top 100 Companies retain a lead director. Sixty-one of these 
pay an additional retainer to the lead director, up from 59 in 2014. The lead 
director retainers range from $3,000 to $210,000. 

Top 100 Companies pay all or  
a portion of the lead director 
fees in equity

5 11 15 414 10

2 8 16 615 14

$14,999  
or Less

$15,000 – 
24,999

$25,000 – 
29,999

$35,000 – 
49,999

$30,000 – 
34,999

$50,000  
or More

Director Non-Executive Chair Retainers
Thirty-five of the Top 100 Companies have separated the role of chair and 
CEO, with 23 companies retaining a non-executive chair. Twenty-two of  
these companies pay additional compensation to the non-executive chair,  
up from 18 in 2014. The non-executive chair retainers range from  
$300,000 to $1,062,000, which is substantially similar to 2014. 

* The amounts set forth in the chart reflect the aggregate value of all cash retainers and equity awards  
paid to the non-executive chair, exclusive of meeting fees and other perquisites and benefits.

  2014    2015

  2014 

  2015 

2

9

1

33

10

3 3

2

6

$300,000 – 
or Less

$300,001 – 
400,000

$400,001 – 
500,000

$600,001 – 
or More

$500,001 – 
600,000

Top 100 Companies added or 
increased the amount of the 
non-executive chair retainer  
in 2015 and two have done  
so on a going-forward basis 

8

company has added a  
non-executive chair position 
who will receive $2.5 million  
in compensation beginning  
in calendar year 2015 

1

6

companies added or increased 
the amount of the lead director 
retainer in 2015

14

companies have done so  
on a going-forward basis

8

Fast Facts
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Director Meeting Attendance Fees
Only 18 of the Top 100 Companies paid board and/or committee meeting 
attendance fees in 2015, compared to 22 in 2014. This low number  
evidences the consensus that director attendance at meetings is  
mandatory, not optional. 

  No Meeting Attendance Fees

   Both Board and Committee  
Meeting Attendance Fees

   Committee Meeting Attendance  
Fees Only

   Board Meeting Attendance  
Fees Only

Of the Top 100 Companies:

Director Annual Cash Retainer
Ninety-eight Top 100 Companies paid  
annual cash retainers to directors.  
The annual cash retainer amounts  
ranged from $30,000 to $150,000  
in 2015, the same as in 2014. 

  2014  

  2015 

20

22

7

11

22

34
32

29

37

$40,000 
or Less

$40,001 – 
60,000

$60,001 – 
80,000

$100,001 – 
150,000

$80,001 – 
100,000

The annual retainer at  
15 Top 100 Companies  
increased from 2014.  
The increases ranged from 
$10,000 to $50,000 with an 
average increase of $20,000.

companies announced that  
the annual retainer will increase 
in calendar year 2015 or later 

12

companies reduce board  
pay if a director fails to attend  
at least 75% of all board  
or committee meetings

3

companies pay  
a meeting retainer

2

15

82

1
5

12

1
company announced  
that it has eliminated meeting 
fees beginning in calendar  
year 2015

Fast Facts
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19

27

11

17

14

8

5

4

3

4

53

50

24

23

Director Perquisites  
and Benefits
Seventy-five Top 100 Companies 
provide some form of perquisites 
and benefits to their directors.  
As with executive perks, this  
practice has sparked significant 
debate among investors. The  
level of common types of director 
perquisites and benefits has 
remained fairly constant over  
recent years.*

 *  Data only reflects current programs that 
are available to all directors; frozen and 
grandfathered programs are excluded.

**  The most common perquisites are company 
products and services and tickets to 
entertainment events.

 †  Director matching charitable contribution 
programs are generally consistent with similar 
benefits provided to all employees.

†† Includes special and excess meeting fees  
and fees for service on special committees.

  2014    2015

Life/Travel/Accident Insurance

Perquisites**

Participation in Matching or Other Charitable Contribution Programs†

Fees for Special or Extraordinary Services††

Reimbursement of Taxes Incurred with Respect to Some or All of the Benefits

Medical and Dental Benefits

Personal Use of Aircraft
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We reviewed the corporate 
governance and compensation 
practices of 100 of the largest US 
public, non-controlled companies 
that have equity securities listed 
on the NYSE or NASDAQ. These 
companies, which we selected 
based on a combination of their 
latest annual revenues and market 

Survey  
Methodology

Shearman & Sterling would like to 
acknowledge the following individuals 
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capitalizations, are referred to as the 
“Top 100 Companies.” Generally, 
we derived the data in this Survey 
from the annual proxy statements, 
compensation committee charters 
and corporate governance guidelines 
posted on the companies’ websites 
available as of June 1, 2015. 



3M Company
Abbott Laboratories
AbbVie Inc.
Aetna Inc.
Altria Group, Inc. 
Amazon.com, Inc.
American Express Company
American International Group, Inc. 
AmerisourceBergen Corporation
Amgen Inc.
Anthem, Inc.*
Apple Inc.
Archer Daniels Midland Company
AT&T, Inc.
Bank of America Corporation
Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
Biogen Inc. 
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Cardinal Health, Inc.
Caterpillar Inc.
Celgene Corporation
Chevron Corporation
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Citigroup Inc.
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Comcast Corporation
ConocoPhillips
Costco Wholesale Corporation
CVS Health Corporation
Danaher Corporation
Delta Air Lines, Inc.*
Duke Energy Corporation*
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
eBay Inc.
Eli Lilly and Company
EMC Corporation
Express Scripts Holding Company
Exxon Mobil Corporation

Facebook, Inc.
FedEx Corporation
Ford Motor Company
General Dynamics Corporation*
General Electric Company
General Motors Company
Gilead Sciences, Inc.*
Google Inc.
Hewlett-Packard Company
Honeywell International Inc.
Intel Corporation
International Business Machines 
 Corporation
Johnson & Johnson
Johnson Controls, Inc.
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Lowe’s Companies, Inc.
Marathon Petroleum Corporation
MasterCard Incorporated
McDonald’s Corporation
McKesson Corporation
Medtronic Public Limited Company
Merck & Co., Inc.
MetLife, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Mondele-z International, Inc.
Monsanto Company
Morgan Stanley
NIKE, Inc.
Occidental Petroleum Corporation
Oracle Corporation
PepsiCo, Inc.
Pfizer Inc.
Philip Morris International Inc.
Phillips 66
Prudential Financial, Inc.
QUALCOMM Incorporated 

Starbucks Corporation
Sysco Corporation*
Target Corporation
The Boeing Company
The Coca-Cola Company
The Dow Chemical Company
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.
The Home Depot, Inc.
The Kroger Co.
The Procter & Gamble Company
The TJX Companies, Inc.
The Walt Disney Company
Time Warner Inc.
Twenty-First Century Fox, Inc.
U.S. Bancorp
Union Pacific Corporation
United Parcel Service, Inc.
United Technologies Corporation
UnitedHealth Group Incorporated
Valero Energy Corporation
Verizon Communications Inc.
Visa Inc.
Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc.
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Wells Fargo & Company

*New to the 2015 Survey

80 of the Top 100 Companies are listed on the 
NYSE, 19 companies are listed on the NASDAQ,  
and one company is listed on both exchanges.

Copyright © 2015 Shearman & Sterling LLP. 
Shearman & Sterling LLP is a limited liability 
partnership organized under the laws of the State 
of Delaware, with an affiliated limited liability 
partnership organized for the practice of law in 
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Top 100 Companies included in the 2015 Survey:



shearman.com

ABU DHABI  |  BEIJING  |  BRUSSELS  |  DUBAI  |  FRANKFURT  |  HONG KONG  |  LONDON  |  MENLO PARK  |  MILAN  |  NEW YORK

PARIS  |  ROME  |  SAN FRANCISCO  |  SÃO PAULO  |  SAUDI ARABIA*  |  SHANGHAI  |  SINGAPORE  |  TOKYO  |  TORONTO  |  WASHINGTON, DC

*Abdulaziz Alassaf & Partners in association with Shearman & Sterling LLP




